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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Currununity Newspaper

ER 1. I969

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Several Persons Are Fined
In City Court This Week
Several persons were charged, entered pleas of guilty, and
fined in the City Court of City
Judge William H. (Jake) Dunn
during the past week. Records
show the following occurred.
R. L. Beasley, disorderly conduct, fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
S. C. Berry, driving while intoxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs
54.50.
J. M. Brown, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
A. S. Willoughby II, disregarding stop sign, fined $10.00
costs $4.50.
B. J. Janes, driving while intoxicated, fined $150.00 costs
$4.50, no operator's license, fin-
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Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield announced today in a
telegram to the Ledger &
Times that the Department of
Clarence E. Phillips of Jop
Health, Education and Welfare pa, Dl., died Tuesday at the
has approved a $24,507 grant Murray-Calloway County Hospito the Murray Board of Educa- tal. He was 76 years of age.
tion.
Survivors are five daughters,
Mrs. Fairy Pritchett and Mrs
The grant is to be used to Pansy Pritchett of Dexter, Mrs.
provide pre-school training for Novella Carroll of Elgin,
thirty children from income Mrs. Mary Ward of Cobden,
families including medical, soc- 111., and Mrs. Dora Houser of
ial and psychological services. Benton; tiaree sons, Robert of
Metropolis, Ill., Joe of Joppa,
Ill., and Frank of Three Rivers,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Cassie
Lewis of Joppa, Ill.; one brother, Rev. Earl Phillips of Joppa, Ill.; 23 grandchildren; 13
great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
The Lutheran Women's Missionary League of the Imman- today at two pin, at the Reoruel Lutheran Church of Murry ganized Church of Jesus Christ
will meet tonight (Thursday) at of the Latter Day Saints in Jop7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. pa, Ill., with Rev. Earl Phillips,
Polly Gallamore, 1018 North Rev. Herbert Miller, and Rev
Bobby Lewis officiating.
Market Street, Paris, Tenn.
Burial was in the IOOF CemeMrs. Carol Mazak will pre- tery.
ant the discussion topic on
"Is The Church Changing?"
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Governor Nunn Makes Proposals For
Lowering Tax Burden On Kentuckians
Young Demos
Strike Out
At Nunn Plan

State Revenue Would Be Cut
By $20 Million In Two Years

Mrs. Carol Mazak
To Present Program

Airman Phillips
Now At Sheppard

Murrayan Involved
Mayfield Accident

O

Radio Stolen From
Car At University

r. box

Vol. LXXXX No. 233

rs. Overby
Succumbs

Persons Reported Injured In
Six Accidents On WednesdaJ

li

1.79

Mr. Phillips
Passes Away

U.S. Battle Deaths Drop_To
Lowest Level In Six Years

'EM

les
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Grant Is Approved
For Pre-Schoolers

10* Per Copy

the state's program, if adopted
By GLEN CARPENTER
legislature, would still
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UP!) -- by the
have"
to
be "tailored" to the
Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) Federal measure now before
program
relief
tax
a
four-point
Young Democrat response to
the congress. He added, though,
Wednesday that would cut state
Governor Nunn's tax relief proshould the congress delay in
approximately
$28
revenue
by
posals came quickly Wednespassage of its bill, the state's
million during the next bienday from Y-D president Don
program wbuld still go into efestimated
remove
an
and
nium
Mills, editor of the Lexington
113,214 persons from tbe tax fect no later their next July I,
Herald.
start of the 1970-1972 biennium.
rolls.
"Governor Nunn's tax proGov. Louis B. Nunn
Nunn said-normally he would
The program, however, will
gram is an illusion because it
have waited until the start of
to
approval
by
the
be
subject
Provides little or no relief for
1970 General Assembly and was the General 'Assembly to unthose citizens who are being hit
released
in time to become the veil his program, but his decishardest by the five cent sales
primary issue for the November ion to go ahead now w a s
tax," Mills said. "The old folks,
election. Nunn, in fact, said, "I "prompted entirely by the
and the disabled veterans and
welcome and urge all candid- alarming demonstration of fisthe very poor are not 'fortuncal irresponsibility by some
ates
for the legislature to make
ate enough to be paying income Airman
James H. Phillips was known their position on these candidates who have indicated
tax anyway."
the ,weckand guest of his par- proposals as soon as possi- they are willing to sacrifice
All members are urged to atNunn earlier Wednesday re- ents,
Kentucky's future".
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Phil- ble..."
tend.
The First District Fall Con- (Continued on Papa Five)
leased his program calling that lips of
The governor held a briefing
Detroit, Mich.
With
the
election
only
a
ference of the Kentucky ConA Murray man was involved for tax cuts from four areas is
on his proposals Wednesday
was
felt
the
month away, it
gress of Parents and Teachers
The Airman has been asin a traffic collision on Mon- estimated to result in a $20 miIgovernor released the program morning at the mansion for
will be held Friday,'October 3
day in Mayfield according to liea reduction over the next two signed to Sheppard Air Force at this time to aid Republican stae Republican legislative leaat Central Elementary School
Base in Texas after completing
the report in the Mayfield Mes- years.
legislative office seekers and ders.
Alth and Tennessee in Paducah.
and-a--batter-prograns---iiirbasie-trainingTat-tack1Slid
senger which reads as foilowst,
to take the sting out ol the ris'There -will be a pre-confernee& to be devised and added Air Force Base in
Texas.
ing torrent Democratic ern', M
ence Board of Managers meet"An auto -driven by Jackie L that the Young Democrats
cism over the 1968 two-cent
ing at 9:30. Registration will bewould
submit
their
-own
prostruck
the
Ky.,
Boyd, Murray,
gin at 9:30 with the call to orPhillips is the grandson of sales tax hike.
gram "which will make Kenrear of an auto operated by AnA Finance Department of.
der by the president, Mrs. E.
Mr.
and Mrs. Hall Farris of
tucky's
regressive
tax
structure
na D. Clay, Hickory Route One
By WALTER WHITE HEAD
M. Fuller of Paducah at 10:00;
President Nixon's latest 35,- about 10:50 am. Monday.
fairer and more just for all Murray and Mrs. Lydia Phillips ficial estimated that 113,214
Kentucky taxpayers, most of
SAIGON (UPI) - American 000anan cutback plan.
-the devotion will be given by
at-Mtnray Route Six.
Kentuckians."
them under the federally de---IIrs. Perry Smith.. The welcome battle deaths dropped lest week
"Boyd was driving east on
fined "poverty level, would be
will be given by the principal of to their lowest level in more
By
Monday, headquarters
Mrs. Omie Overby was claimwith the
•
removed from the tax rolls.
Central School Joe Clark and than two years, the U.S. Com- said, 5,900 Leathernecks will Housman and collided
He said the tax relief could be ed by death Wednesday at ten
the response will be by Mrs. mand announced today. Ninety- have left Vietnam for the Unit- rear of the Clay auto which was
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
and U.S.
granted without a redion
uct
five GIs were killed.
in
Perry Norsworthy.
ed States or Okinawa A total stopped at Housman
County Hospital where she had
said.
45,
the
police
report
state
services.
Mrs, George Spoonamore Jr..
Headquarters said the toll of 18,000 Marines are involved
been hospitalized since Sunday
Program At A Glance
State PTA President from Stan- was the lowest since the week in the withdrawal before Dec.
Here, at a glance, is Nunn's afternoon.
"Clay received injuries to
ford, will attend the Confer- ending Aug. 12, 1967, when 82 15.
The deceased was 77 years of
her neck and back its the acprogram:
ence and will speak on PTA American servicemen died in
age and a member of the Hickcident,
the
report
said."
1.
The
five
per
cent
sales
tax
Concerns. Mrs. Spoonamore has the war.
Four persons were reported injured in tho collision at Story
Military spokesmen named
ory Grove Church of Christ.
be elizeinated on DiW4 Vamer .1.••• Werra akahy
worked in all levels of PTA
10110,116.iisieurecl in the six traffic corns- aind fiogaIkk 1iii& &Wets yeetaa woold
The sharp drop in deaths - another reserve unit to be part
chases
of
prescription
med1-1
on the local level. She has 135 GIs were killed during the of the cutback today - the 250her parents were the late Joe
ions that occurred Wednesday day at 6:35 p.n. He is reported eines.
served 2 terms as president previous week - reflected the man 513th Combat Support BatTidwell and Lela Harrison Tidon the rain-slick streets of Mur- to be all right this morning by
2. The maximum standard inand vice president and held decreasing level of ground talion, from Massachusetts. It
well.
ray, according to the reports his father.
come tax deduction would be
Mrs. Overby is survived by
many different chairmenships fighting, now at its lowest will be flown home Friday, the
Cars involved were a 1968
filed by the investigating officfrom the present $500 to
raised
On the district level she was point since a Communist cease- announcement said.
ers of the Murray Police De- Chevrolet two door driven by $800 for each tax return. The three daughters, Mrs. Leighton
(Jewel) Lawson of Greenwood,
chairman of many different fire in early September.
Macon Ellis Rickman of 1705 minimum filing
partment.
requirement for Miss., Mrs. James (Lela) Usrey
projects and the 8th District
Audubon Drive, and a 1968 a
the
accident
at
two
p.m.
In
single person would be raisIn one flareup today, U. S.
President.
at the intersection of Poplar Chevrolet four door driven by ed from $1,000 to $1,800 and of Marietta, Ohio, and Mrs.
1125
Clinton (Ruby) Burchett of BenOn the state level before be. Army troops beat off a North
of
Garrott
Clark
Morris
South
8th
Streets
both
driv
and
for a married couple from $1,
their
ton Route Three near KirkseY;
coming president she was secre- Vietnamese attack against
Circarama Drive.
reported
ers
were
injured.
They
801
to
$2,801.
Demilitafive sons, Cletus Young and
tary of the District President camp just below the
Police said Rickman was gowere Lewis D. Elliott, Jr., of
3. The five per cent tax on Robert Young of Almo Route
Group and first and second rized Zone, killing 12 Hanoi
Story Avenue, pull
on
east
ing
Montevallo,
Ala.,
and
Westthe transfer of automobiles
reBill Coker of 1007 Main
One, Joe Young of Hardin, Mel
Miss Carolyn Reaves, daughVice president. She is also past soldiers. One American was
to the stop sign at South 12th within a family
wounded Street, Murray, reported to the ter of Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Re- wood Subdivision, Murray, who ed
would be eli- vin Young of Kirksey Route
car
His
stopped.
vice president of Stanford Wo- ported killed and 21
and
Street,
had
of
his
to
the
top
injuries
Department
on
Police
Murray
minated.
Americans
1,315
Another
Two, and Harold Young of
man's Club. Her husband is a
aves of Murray and Daytona
then collided with the Garrott
4. The presert $20 tax credit
of Wednesday at 6:25 p. m. of the Beach, Fla., will be featured head and forehead, and Joyce
Florence, Ala.; one stepson, Al641, accorddairy farmer in Stanford and were wounded last week, 577
on
south
going
car
Salem,
Newton,
of
W.
Wonder
allowed the blind persons over
whom required hospitalization, the& of a citizens band radio in a solo part on the chimes
they have two sons.
N. C., who had a laceration to ing to the police report. Garrott the age of 65 would be dou- fred Overby of Murray.
his
ear.
from
This
said.
spokesmen
when her band from the Uni- the left side of the head, ac- said he tried to stop but skiddAlso surviving are two half
The program for the Confer- military
woundversity of Florida at Gainesville cording to the officials at the ed into the Rickman car, the bled to $40. For persons both sisters, Mrs. Marvin (Lois) Hill
ence will be the National and was an increase of 201
Coker
told
police
that
the
ra
blind and over 65 there would of Murray Route Four and Mrs.
and the band for Florida State Murray-Calloway County Hos- police report said.
State project for the past three ed over the previous week.
be an $80 tax write-off.
Communist losses were put din was taken from his 1966 University at Tallahassee percar
Rickman
Solon (Pearl) Shackelford o f
the
years
"Children
Emotional
to
Damage
pital.
Corvair convertible parked on
Interestingly enough, the Deat 2,382 killed, while South
form at the football game on
Health."
Police said the Newton car, was on the left side and to the mocrats drafted a statement of Elm Street; two half brothers,
the
business
parking
lot
of
Saturday, October 4. The two a 1969 Mercury four door own- Garrott car on the left front
Raymond Tidwell, Locust Drive,
Speaker for the day will be Vietnamese forces lost 308 kill- Murray State University.
principles which called for, a- Murray, and Ralph
bands will perform "The Lib- ed by W. Calvin Newton of and front end.
Tidwell,
Mrs. Frances Smith, Director of ed and 806 wounded, their lightmong other points, removal of
South 7th Street, Murray; twenerty Bell March."
Mental Health. Retardation Ser- est casualties in three weeks.
Rossville, Ga., was going south
the
sales
tax
from
prescription
headquarters
military
Allied
ty-three grandchildren; thirty.
The former Murray girl, now on South 8th Street and collidvices, Division of Child and
Mrs. Pauline Langston of
a freshman at the University of ed with the 1966 Oldsmobile 424 South 8th Street, Murray, medicine and certain medical five great grandchildren.
Youth Central Kentucky Reg- explained the decrease in fightitems and removal of the use
Florida, will be in the center two door hardtop driven by was listed as injured in the colFuneral services will be held
ional Mental Health-Mental Re- ing as a result of the Commun
tax on automobile transfer when
Friday at two p.m. at the chaof the field playing the chimes. Elliott that was going west on lision at Poplar and South 6th
tardation Board. Miss Smith ists' apparent decision to withno
money
is
exchanged.
biunits
to
large
draw
their
The game will be televised.
pel of the Blalock-Coleman
received her BS. from Murray
Poplar Street.
In anticipation of Nunn's an(Continued on Page Fly.)
Miss Reaves is a member of
Funeral Home with Bro. Lake
State College, taught school two vouacs to rest and resupply.
car
Damage
Elliott
to
the
The funeral hoc Mrs. Jessie
nouncement, Lt. Gov, Wendell
It had no effect on terrorthe Symphonic Band at the
Riley and Bro. Harold Irvan ofyears at Westport High School
Ford, popular head of the DeWalker of 745 Nash Drive will University where she plays the was on the front end and to
ficiating.
in Jefferson County, received inn, spokesmen said, as a bomb be
the
the
left
on
Newton
car
mocratic party in Kentucky, reheld Friday at ten a. m. at marimba. This is a smaller
55
marketplace
in
a
exploded
Interment will be in the Anher MA. Educational at the
front fender and bumper.
the chapel of the Max H. Churleased a statement.
group that meets once a week,
tioch Cemetery with the grandUniversity of Colorado, was In- miles northwest of Saigon Wed"I
chill
know
that I have been
Funeral Home with Bro. She will be featured on the
sons serving as pallbearers. In
stitutional social worker at Ky nesday, killing four civilians
Jeffrey C. Garrott, age four,
making this point for a year
Arlie Latimer officiating.
marimba for this group.
zharge of the arrangements is
Village for the Department of and two government soldiers.
at
of
a
passmedalist
Drive,
was
1125
Circarama
Parker
Laura
and
a
half,
Burial will be in the Elm
but
none
the
less
wounded.
others
were
Twelve
The Florida freshman won the enger in a car, was reported the regular ladies day golf held
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Child Welfare. Administrative
its true and I believe the govUS. helicopter gunships and Grove Cemetery with the ar- four year scholarship at the
Home where friends may call.
Director, Office of Children
on
Club
Country
Oaks
the
at
ernor's
rangements by the Max H. Gator Land Music Camp last
public opinion polls
Services Department of Mental warplanes attacked one of the
Wednesday.
have finally motivated him inChurchill Funeral Home where year. She is a 1969 graduate of
Health at Frankfort, Ky. Her Viet Ccrng retreat hideouts 100
First flight winner was Grace to promising tax relief in an
friends may call.
Seabreeze Senior High School,
topic for the program will be miles northeast of Saigon WedMaze
and
Weaver
James. Marie
effort to save his legislative
Mrs. Walker, age 84, died Daytona Beach, where she grad"Where Is The Voice To Be nesday after U.S. ground troops
Read tied for second flight hon support," Ford said. "Whether
Wednesday at the Murray-Callo- uated Cum Laude being 13th
a
distance.
spotted
it
from
Heard".
ors while Kathryn Garrott won he intends to follow through onHeadquarters said there were way County Hospital.
in her class of four hundred
Also on the program will be
the third flight.
ly time will tell, but his past
Survivors are three daugh students.
to
losses,
either
American
no
A rummage sale will be held
Mrs. Jane Hart, Director of
Ellen Keene had high putts.
ters, Mrs. Delores Seaford,
Convenient Food Mart is now
Miss Reaves will be playing at the American Legion Hall on Laura Parker was the golf hos- record would not lead one to he
Educational Materials Section of the ground troops or airmen, in
Mrs. Ravenell McGregor, and with the Gator Band in the Saturday, October 4, starting
overly optimistic."
open in the Northside Shoppbombardment
the
afternoon
the Ky. Department of Mental
tess.
Ford Promises ROJO
Mrs. Dorothy Orten; three sons, Orange Bowl at Miami and the at seven a. m.
ing Center across from t h e
Health. Mrs. Hart's background which killed 26 of the guerGarth, Durward, and Jessie V. Gator Bowl at Jacksonville durknocked
out
at
least
rillas
and
sponsored
of what Gover- Little League Park according
"Regardless
The sale is being
consists of twenty five years as
Walker; two sisters, Mrs. Eula ing the year.
by the Cumberland Presbyternor Nunn promises, the people to Bill Cassidy, owner and manRadio Continuity writer and six of their underground bunkEvans and Mrs. Lillie Wilkiners.
PleasKentucky can rest assured ager of the firm.
North
ian
the
of
The
former
Women
of
Murray
girl
has
Director of Client Relations
The grocery will be open
In a delayed report, U. S. son; two brothers, C. V. and been selected as one of sixty ant Grove Church,
that Democratic legislators will
headquarters reported a similar J. 0. Compton; 11 grainckfill- students from colleges and uniprovide tax relief in the 1970 seven days a week from 8:00
International
Preos
l'eltAnd
dren, free great grandchildren. versities tram different states
General Assembly for those a.m. until midnight.
perience in all Phase of Men- gunship raid Tuesday, this one
Mr. Cassidy said that t h e
also
killing
26
Communist
least able to pay." he added.
named
to
the
American
Youth
ie Health. Mrs Heart helps
income
principal
of operation of Conproposed
38
miles
southeast
troops,
of
Da
the
While
All-Stars
Band
with
Bob
Barpare as well as select, pamVariable cloudiness and cool
affects primari- venient Food Mart is fast sernett of Macon, Ga., as the dip lets and films, prepares ra- Nang in the northern I Corps
this morning, becoming partly tax reduction
rector. Carolyn will be featthose earning not more than vice. We are so arranged that
dio and TV Mental Health Pro- war zone.
The Senior Citizens Club will cloudy and warmer this after- ly
B52
American
bombers
over 100,000 people shopping can be done in minin
$4,000
ured
in
a
solo
number
on
the
tonight.
cool
grams and spots, conducts mathold its regular monthly meet- noon. Clear and
missions
nine
overnight
raided
in this group, there utes with no waiting, he said.
be
marimba
and
would
is
one
of
three
erials workshop for various
ing at the Community Center Friday sunny and warmer. High
The grocery includes toji
reductions on all levels of
soloists for the band.
are
lowor
to
70s
upper
professional and semi-profess- guerrilla retreats along the
in
today
on Friday, October 3, at twelve
brands of foods, health and
income.
This band will make a three
upin
mostly
tonight
ional groups and is preparing Cambodian border northwest of
80s,
low
noon.
weeks tour of Europe during
The levels include reductions beauty aids, produce, lunch
to set up repertory companies Saigon and just below the DeA potluck luncheon will be per 50s to low 60s, high Friday
DMZ, military
militarized
Zone
the
summer
89.9 per cent for individuals meats, ice cream, candies, and
of
1970
of
giving
con
throughout the state to perform
hostesses being in 80s. Wind today westerly 6
earn less than $2,000 a other features. The interior of
certs and sight seeing at var- served with the
who
becoming
hour,
per
miles
Mental Health plays for the spokesmen said.
to
12
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Charlie
It is from the area just below
ious
.3 per cent for persons the store is panelled and carto
places.
year
Sattonight.
variable
and
school and clubs who request
Crawford, and Mrs. Edna Mc- light
the
DMZ
J.
S.
Marines
are
pull$25,000 and up. The peted throughout. The store alThey
will
rehearse
earning
for
three
mild.
and
them.
urday partly cloudy
Reynolds.
withdrawal of
all levels is a .5 so features self-service gasoing
out
for
the
for
weeks
in
average
Macon,
Ga.,
before
She is presently serving on
All members and visitors are
the 3rd Marine Division under
leaving from Atlanta, Ga., via
per cent reduction, according line.
LAKE
DATA
the Governors' Committee for
Mr. Cassidy invites the peoNew York City to Amsterdam, Irged to attend.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2, to Finance Department figures.
Learning Disabiiitieslis well as
Finance Department said ple of Murray and Calloway
Holland
concert
The
for
the
fir
a
up
0.1;
below
dam
301.7,
down
on the Professional Advisory
-WRONG PRICE
THREE CITED
Other concerts will be given
that, $6.5 million of the total County to visit the new store.
0.7, no gates open.
Committee for PTA's Children
Cassidy is originally from
at Cologne, Bonn, Koblenz,
tax relief will be provided by
Barkley
Lake,
7
a.m.
355.2,
Emotional Health Project.
.
The price of Miracle Whip
Three pereans were cited by
the proposed changes in the Louisville. He is married and
Ronthenburg,
and
Munich,
Gerup
0.1;
below
dam
302.3,
down
Lunch will be served at 12 00 the Murray Police Department
the Storey's
many, Salzburg, Austria. Lu- salad dressing on
income tax. But, there was no he and his wife and five chilwith the adjournment at 2:00. yesterday and last night. They
Wednesday 0.5.
cerne, Dijon, and Paris, France. Food Giant ad for
mention of how much each of dren have purchased a home
Sunrise
6:53;
sunset
6:39.
A post conference Board of were two for public drunkenbeen 47 cents a
They will return by London, should have
the other three points are ex, on College Terrace Drive.
Moon
rises
10:53
p.m.
Managers meeting will close ness and one for driving while
The family attend St. Leo's
England, by the Sabena Bela Quart instead of the price listpected to contribute
s
the conference.
ed hi the ad.
intoxicated
Miss Carolyn Reaves
iaill World Airlines,
iresmalemmemmememommos The department official sad Church

District PTA
Conference
Is Tomorrow

3Sk

ed $100.00 costs $4.50, for a
total of $259.00; subject given
thirty days in City Jail suspended if he not be back in this
court for rest of year 1969.
R. J. Sims, public drunkenness and disorderly conduct,
fined $25.00 costs $4.50.
Kenneth Todd, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
Cradis Colson, public drunkenness and disorderly conduct,
fined $25.00 costs $4.50; subject
given fifteen days in jail at
hard labor suspended if he not
be back in this court for rest
of year 1969.
W. A. Day, driving while intoxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.50.
Fred 'King, public drunkenness and disorderly conduct,
fined $25.00 costs $4.50; subject given fifteen days in jail
at hard labor suspended if he
not be back in this court for
rest of year 1969.
K. 0. Outland, driving without operator's license, fined
$25.00 costs $4.50.
S. C. Rehm, driving while

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 2, 1969

Miss Reaves
To Perform
S010 Part

Mrs. Jessie Walker
Funeral Friday

Laura Parker Is
The Oaks Medalist

Convenient Food
Mart Opens Here
On Northside

Rummage Sale To
Be Held Saturday

f:f;-rFrveelatiC:r:'''Vogleurntaenec:

ti

ir

WEATHER REPORT

Senior Citizens
To Meet Friday
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'I've Decided Not to Pursue the Green
Beret Case'

Mel
6-5

JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLL4HER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editcr,
or Public Voice itema which. in our opinion, are not for the best
Interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WTTMER 00., 18011
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit. Mich.
_
'Catered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tramming/ion IsS
Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
35f. per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year,
0.50;
Zones 1 & 2, 413.00, Elsewhere 616.00. All service subscripnona $800.
"The Outstanding Civic Moot of a Community lo the
Integrity of ha Newspaper"
THURSDAY — OCTOBER 2, 1969
•

Quotes From The News

TWO DEAD — William Hood and his wife, Nellie
Rood, were killed Monday in the pickup truck
pictured. Mn. Rood drove into the path of a
semi-trailer truck operated by Lowen Davis of

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
MILWAUKEE, Wis. UPI — Father James Groppi, entering
a church before his arrest on charges of contempt of the Wisconsin
Legislature:
f "I'm going to take sanctuary. I'm going to ask God for sanctuary.
! After all, He got me into this mess."
i
i
t PARIS - The wife of a missing U. S. serviceman, on the prospects
•; of a trip to the North Vietnamese capital at Hanoi to inquire of
i her husband's fate:
I "I'd love to go to Hanoi as long as I could have a two-way ticket
back - one for myself and one for my husband,"
WASHINGTON - Sen. J. W.
the Senate floor on the conduct
.. Scott, R-Pa.:
"It is time for Americans
. the President to liquidate the
i he begin to move,"
;

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

MEETING MANPOWER
NEEDS IS KEY TO
REDUCING MENTAL
ILLNESS

Fulbright, during an exchange on
of the Vietnam war with Sen. Hugh
to leave Vietnam. I don't expect
war tomorrow. All I ask is that

SANTA ROSA, Calif. - A businessman who was caught in a
restaurant during an earth tremor that shook the West Coast:
"All of a sudden the plates on the shelves started billing on
, the tables. We could see the lights swinging and the roof was
shaking. The bar glasses fen off and the lights went out. Then
we got under the tables."
•

Tpn Years Aaci Today

Bassett in The Cincinnati Post

LEDGER & TIMES FILE
A series of Sunday afternoon programs of organ music by
Prof. John C. Winter of the Murray State College Music faculty
will be inaugurated at 4:30 p.m, in the ballroom of the Student
Union Building.
Nancy Pickens of Providence and Dwain Herndon of Almo
have been chosen to play the leading roles in "Second Threshold",
first dramatic production of the year at Murray State College,
The Malcolm family had its first reunion at the pavilion at
Paris Landing State Park.
A Murray Junior ffits grid squad hahcfed visiting Mayfteld
typeuty-eigiit psni
5' lane Yin", aweemes.
Tigers saw action.

Texas. The accident occurred at the intersection of
Highways 303 and 94 about 10 miles south of
Mayfield.
photo by Joe Hayden

SENStNGTHENEWS

strife. The administration should be trying to cool things
down, not introduce new tensions through applying a job
quota system.

By Thurman Sensing
(Wows VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

Mayor Baxter

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Anne
Baxter has been.named Honorary
Mayor of UoiVersal City which
PH1LAD4PHIA PLAN In other words, the Labor De- consists entirely of" Universal
ies of the fact that the partment is trying to make .4tudios.
gov.-rt.inent i‘• on record as op. private enterprise run interferposing all types of discrimina- ence for it in implementation
tion in employment, it is aston- of the quota system.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
ishing that it would attempt
A more basic objection is that
so-called reverse discrimination the Philadelphia Plan may be
by insisting that workers of a illegal. The Comptroller GenJ. E. Lassiter, a native of Murray, died September 25 in
minority group be allotted a eral of the United States alHouston, Texas.
quota of jobs. Yet this is what ready is on record as saying
D. N. White, Claude Anderson, Robert Taylor, T. S. Herron,
the federal government is try- that the "specific goals" featand Cecil Page attended a district seminar at the First Methodist ing to
do in the construction ure of tie plan violates the
Church, Fulton.
industry. The result, one can 1964 Civil Rights Act.
The 65th annual session of the First District Education Associa- be sure, will be strife
The Labor Department is
in that
tion will be held at Murray State College on October 14. W, L. industry and resentment
among trying to get around this by
Holland is the president.
saying that no formal quotas
the majority group.
Enrolled this fall at Murray State College are 1474 students,
The reference here is to the are involved, simply that the
an increase of 47 over the number registered last year, accord. so-called Philadelphia Plan fa- government is calling for
hiring to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
vored by the Nixon Administra- ing "goals." That's a devious
tion. It entails specific hiring position that may not survive
"goals" for federally-aided con- challenge in the courts. Certstruction projectS in the Phil- ainly it isn't convincing testiadelphia area. Presumably, the mony in the court of public
plan would be extended to other opinion.
The Nixon administration has
areas of the country.
Then Philip opened his mouth, and began at the same scripture,
Under the plan, at least 19 made a number of sound conand preached unto him Jesus. — cts 8:35.
per cent of the work force in servative moves since taking ofThe way to present Christ is to live as a Christian yoursel each of six Large building trades fice, but it is way off base in
and to talk about him.
would have to be made up of advocating a quota system in
minority group
workers by any area of employment. The
brought by irate former wives, 1973. Contractors who fail to American way has been to hire
the best man, for the job. Big
the ministry said 43,000 other submit an "affirmative action
plan"
for
meeting
the
hiring Unionism has attempted to unwomen were deciding whether
goals can't be awarded contracts dermine this by insisting that
to follow this course.
by the government, according only union members have a
As of May 1 there were 2,019 to
right to certain jobs. Now along
the Labor Department.
CAIRO (UPI) — More than men in Egyptian jails for
First of all, the plan impos- comes the federal government
67,000 Egyptians face non-payment of alimony.
es an unfair burden on the and says that minority groups
imprisonment for failure to pay
contractors. In the big cities of have a right to a percentage of
alimony, according to the
the nation, the bulk of the con- all construction jobs. QualiyicaMinistry of Justice.
In Bamesboro, Pa., shoppers struction workers are organiz- tions for a job apparently are
a secondary consideration.
The ministry said a majority putting a coin in a parking meter ed in unions. They are
almost
This quota system in
of divorced women here ask for receive a token. The token, a law unto themselves.
federalThe
imprisonment of their former handed to a clerk, gets the contractors, therefore, are
ly-aided employment could
not
lead
husbands who fail to pay customer a discount on a in any position to dictate to the to absurdities. If one minority
alimony decided by the courts. purchase. The discount is equal unions. If they do, the contrac- group is entitled to positions as
In addition to the 67,000 to the parking meter fee, tors will encounter severe and ironworkers or plumbers, aren't
males who already face meaning the customer parks costly resistance in terms of Indians. Eskimos and native Hawork stoppages and slowdowns. vrairans also entitled to X
imprisonment on charges free.
number of jobs as sheettnetal
workers and steamfitters?
The questions that arise
the quota concept clearly from
indicate that the nation
will become bogged down in a
morass
of controversies and technicalities if quotas are insisted upon.
A contractor, who is supposed
to erect a good building, would
be spending much of his time
dealing with complex "civil
rights" questions. That's no way
to an a business, public or priate.
There are other disturbing
aspects of the federai government's demand
for hiring
"goals" . for minority group
workers, the quota system unquestionably will lead to new
violence in the country. Construction workers in Pittsburgh
and
Chicago
already have
shown that they will not accept
a plan under which
ROTARY DISTRICT GOVERNOR — Nat Ryan Hughes, Murray. District 671 governor
politicians
assign certain jobs to favored
of Rotary Clubs was A guest of the Mayfield Rotary Club on Monday night. Gov. Hughes
groups
who may be totally unmot with club president Farland Robbins and secretary George Burnette whilo in Mayfield.
qualified for skilled trades.
Thera Sr. 53 clubs in Goy Hughes' district ,
The
nation already has too much

Meeting mental health manpower needs is the key to removing mental illness as the
Nation's leading health problem.
In the last analysis, if there
are not sufficient trained people,
all our knowledge of prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation is.
little avail because it
cannot be delivered to actual
and potential victims of mental
illness.
The magnitude of the needs
for manpower is highlighted by
the fact that there are, on the
average, 23 vacant positions for
every professional person available in the "core" mental health
areas of psychiatry, psychology,
nursing, social work and other
behavioral sciences.
While striving to overcome
critical shortages of these key
professionals, we have found
that their reach can be extended
and more people helped by developing and training new types
of workers.
Major efforts are being made,
therefore, to train people for
new kinds of jobs in the mental

20 Years Ago Today

Honorsfor
Viet nurse

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — Air
Force Capt. Mary A. Lawrie, a
six-foot tall nurse, walks even a
health field. These include a' little taller these
days because of
wide variety of activities and
an award she received here from
both academic and non-acathe Ladies Auxiliary of the
demic programs
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Mature housewives are train- (VFW).
ing to do mental rehabilitation
The nurse from Indianapolis,
work. Volunteers and volunteer
Ind., was honored by the
leaders are becoming an inwomen's group at the recent
creasing resource with new and
VFW national convention as an
effective roles in mental hos"unsung heroine" for the year
pitals.
she spent in Vietnam fighting a
Associate of Arts degree
war against cholera, plague and
holders, whose college courses
have beendirected toward inen-_, AYPIloid fever. She was singled
tal health work, are another out to represent the more than
example of what will, we ex- one-half million ,women who
pect, become a particularly val- serve the armed forces. A $500
uable manpower resource for award accompanied
the citation.
community mental health cenCapt. Lawrie hardly had time
ters.
tiff accept congratulations on her
This does sot -reduce or award. She left the ceremonies
criminate the need for continued
almost immediately to answer a
growth of the "core" profes- call to assist
victims of hurricane
sions or of the total manpower
Camille at Biloxi, Miss.
pool.
"I went to Vietnam because
But the new dimensions being
that's where it's at," she said
added to mental health manwhile accepting the award. "I'm
power through innovative trainglad I went and I'm glad to be
ing of a wide variety of new
back."
talents is a challenging developIn Vietnam, she took part in
ment. We are encouraged by
this as we seek ways and means a mass immunization drive in the
Cam Ranh Bay area.
to recruit and train enough
workers to combat mental illCapt. Lawrie lives aT-1347
ness adequately.
Bradbury St., Indianapolis.
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Mets Post 100th Victory
6-5 Over Cubs Yesterday

111
/

'sfor
urse

attack
against the Giants.
Bobby Bonds hit his 32nd
homer of the season for the
Giants.
Ted Simmons tripled home
Joe Torre, who walked, in the
ninth inning
give the
to
Cardinals their victory over the
Phillies.
Claude Osteen got his 20th
victory- after five attemptswhen the Los Angeles Dodgers
dropped the Astros. Osteen,
who has lo t 15, hadn't won
since Sept. 11, when he also had
whipped Houston. Larry Dierker took the defeat to end up
with a 20-13 record.

SPORTS

Supersonics Head
Resigns Wednesday

Howard Misses Chance To
Repeat As Home Run Leader

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES
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Ray Named Murray High Travels To
UPI Coach • BowIng Green On Friday
Of The Week

Baseball

Joe Hayden

took part in
n drive in the

LEDGER
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All of the Murray boys are in
The Murray High Tigers will
go to Bowling Green Friday night good condition physically and
to play the Panthers at 7:30 they hope to add their fourth
Tickets are on sale at win of the season.
o'clock.
Would you believe 100 victoBy BOB WESTON
The Tigers showed a good
Murray High for 50c. There will
ries for the New York Mets. .
tickets passing attack of their own with
.more victories than any of
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) - Two be no reserve seats and
Johnny Williams and Porter McCasey Stengel's New York
of at the gate will be $1.25.
University
long-suffering
throwing to Tripp WillCuiston
reports
the
Holland
Ty
Coach
Yankee pennant winners in the
Kentucky football fans, John
Tigers had good workouts Mon- iams , Steve Tinsley and Danny
American
resident
League.
Ray
is
Kentucky's
.and
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI).day and Tuesday but they were Carroll. The defense continued
surpassed by only three Nationproducer of miracles.
Dick Vertlieb, general manager
out Wednesday. They are to be very good with all memrained
al League flag winners in the
He also is United Press
of the Seattle Supersonics of
working hard on their pass de- bers of the defensive unit worklast 24 years?
of
the
Coach
International
the National Basketball Associ6-u, and Seattle got past
fense which was vulnerable in ing real hard.
By MIKE QUANE
Rolling as though to the
Week for Kentucky's 10-9 upset
ation,
has
announced his
Oaklaad, 4-3.
The game Friday night will be
the Fulton game. However, accUPI Sports Writer
manor
born, the one-time
In the National League, New last Saturday over Ole Miss, ording to Coach Holland, Fulton played
resignation, effective immediBowling Green's new
symbols of frustration notched
ately, for personal reasons.
York slipped by Chicago, 6-5, the team picked to win the had a very good passer and sev- stadium located on the ScottsTed St.
where
doubt
There's
no
victory No. 100 Wednesday
chamConference
"I love Seattle, the Sonics
Louis defeated Philadelphia, Southeastern
ville by-pass. To get there, take
eral good receivers.
lie: A
when they beat the Chicago
and the job and I wouldn't be Williams' sympathies
also by 6-5, Pittsburgh edged pionship.
highway
231S to the by-pass, turn
point
out
coaches
Murray
The
his
Cubs, 6-5, in 12 innings.
Knocking off Mississippi was
leaving if it weren't that some slugger will take care of
Diego
Montreal,
5-4, San
although Bowling Green may right and the field is on the
that
own,
Charge it off to expansion,
accomplishment
in
major
personal reasons are more
defeated San Francisco, 9-4, a
not be up to standard this year, right.
manager and
The
Washington
divisional alignment or black
Los Angeles beat Houston itself, but it was even more they still have a real good footimportant than the position,"
pulled out all the stops
magic, the fact is that the Mats,
unbelievable coming on the
Vertlieb said Wednesday.
One of every eight Alaskans
ball team and always play one
trying to help Mike
will go into the playoffs With
He said he hoped to stay in Wednesday night
Epstein stepped in for heels of Kentucky's 58-30 of their best games against Mur- holds a flying license, about six
Howard
as
the
as
repeat
Frank
Howard
one of the best records
Seattle in another line of work
the big man for thrashing by Indiana Sept. 20. ray.
times the national average.
major league home-run cham- Washington, slugging his 30th
compiled by any team in the
For Ray, too, there was
but had no immediate plans.
pion.
last
quarter-century, Sorry
personal
pride
at
stake.
Standingi
homer for all three Senators'
Sonics Public Relations DirecThe attempt failed, however, runs and giving Joe Coleman
about that, Leo Durocher, but
Builds Reputation
tor Hal Childs said he had been
manage
a
they're not bad guys either.
In five seasons as a chief
his 12th victory on a two-hitter.
assigned temporarily the duties as Howard could only
the
Pinch-hitter Art Shamsky; the
of
and walk in four trips in
business
manager
Bob Christian's two-run dou- assistant on Ara Parseghian's
National League
20th of 21 players used by
general manager until Sam Senators' final-game victory, ble enabled Chicago to beat coaching staff at Notre Dame;
East
season
Manager Gil Hodges, singled
Dave Boswell and the Minneso- the 43-year-old onetirra paraW. L. Pct. GB Schulman, president of the and Howard finished the
who had ta
Killebrew,
one
behind
home Bud Harrelson with the New York 100 61 .621 - club,
can
make a final
Twins despite Killebrew's trooper built a reputation as a
the
run which gave Ron Taylor his Chicago
defensive genius.
91 70 .565. 9
determination
of Vertlieb's slugged his 49th homer in
two-run homer.
afternoon.
Then along came Indiana this
ninth win and tagged *former Pitts.
87 74 .540 13
replacement.
Mike Belanger's bases-filled
Williams could console him- single in the bottom of the 10th fall to put fresh tarnish on that
Met Dick Selma with his 10th St. Louis
86 75 .534 14
A complete line. America's qualself with the thought that the 3- enabled Baltimore to snap a reputation by running up that
loss. Harrelson opened the 12th Phila.
63 98 .301 37
ity-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
ended
the
2
Boston
Kenvictory
over
Ray's
LC6ES COURT FIGHT
with a double and went to third Montreal
52 109 323 48
five-game losing streak with 58 points against
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
most successful season for a the victory over Detroit, as Jim tucky forces.
on Tommie Agee's infield out
West
tractor and stationary mounting.
Washington club since 1945.
"Ara called me after that
before Shamsky delivered his
W. L. Pct. GB
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Rick
Palmer won his 16th of the
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
Other
Action
Indiana
game
and
kiddingly
Atlanta
93 68 .578 game-winning hit.
Barry reported to the Washingyear.
•
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
In other American League
asked if I needed my old job
The Pittsburgh Pirates de- San Fran. 91 70 .565 2
ton Caps for a Wednesday night
Loses ZOth Game
to 36,000 pounds.
back," Ray revealed.
feated the Montreal Expos, 5-4, Cincinnati 88 73 .547 5
workout after losing a court action Chicago defeated Minne- Cleveland's Luis Tiant, a
84 77 .522 9
"I know it sounds corny but
fight to stick with the San sota, 4-3, Baltimore nipped game winner last season, lost
the San Diego Padres downed Los Ang.
81 80 .503 12
Francisco Warriors of the Rival Detroit, 2 - 1, New York his 20th game this year in there sure is a new spirit in the
the San Francisco Giants, 9-4, Houston
*
National Basketball Associa- squeaked by Cleveland, 4-3, bowing to the Yankees. Tiant's air at Kentucky since Ray
the St. Louis Cardinals nipped San Diego 50 111 .311 43
Wodn•sday's Results
Kansas City shut out gcalifornia,
tion.
the Philadelphia Phillies, 6-5,
throwing error in the sixth arrived," Russ Rice, Kentucky
---aad---the Los Angeles Dodgers New York 6 Chi 5, 12 ansea...
South-Tula:alai Tens. -EQVIITIVIENT COMTPAHV
Centributedto -111r barb defeat, sports information director,
said.
901 t479-2517
topped the Houston Astros, 5-2, San Diego 9 San Fran 4
while
won
his
Mike
Kekich
285 East Calhoun St -Memphts, Tennessee
Pittsburgh 5 Montreal 4
Fans Enthusiastic
In other NL games.
Kghway 51, South- limos Coly, Tennessee
fourth
in
10
decisions.
St.
louis
6
Phila
5
Highway
45. South - Corinth, Masissappo
Bryan
Bear
since
the
Not
In the American League,
Kensas City's Ed Kirkpatrick
Houston 2
have
early
1950s
0in
the
era
Chicago beat Minnesota, 4-3, Los Angeles 5
continued his torrid late-season
Only games scheduled
Washington edged out Boston,
hitting as he drove in two runs Kentucky fans seemed so
Today's Probable Pitchen
3-2, Baltimore topped Detroit, 2with a third-inning single, and enthusiastic, according to Rice.
range.
the
RICHMAN
By MILTON
All Times EDT
The players „share.
1, New York nipped Cleveland,
OakLancl,
Seel
_
Jerry
Adair finished off
Miami over
UPI Sports Writer
'New York, Ger71312
downed
City
4-3,
Kansas
what happens when you don't Angels with a bases-loaded enthusiasm.
Chicago, Hands 20-14, 2:30_ p.
California, 6-0, and Seattle got m.
double in the fifth in a game "Before Coach Ray came, I
NEW YORK (UPI)- Joe Ne- pay enough attention. •
by Oakland, 4-3.
NFL:
shortened
by rain after rive really didn't care too' much,"
The
Montreal, Wegener 5-4 at meth is not a whiner.
confessed senior halfback Rosingled home Pittsburgh, Moose 13-3, 8:05 p. He has his faults, but one
Al
Oliver
Green Bay over Minnesota- innings.
Roberto Clemente from third m.
Tommy Harper singled in the ger Gann, who gained 93 yards
thing he isn't is a chronic Even with mighty Joe Kapp.
base with two out in the ninth
Dallas over Philadelphia- It's deciding run for Seattle with rushing against Ole Miss and
Philadelphia, Jackson 14-17 at complainer. When he says his
to give the Pirates' Joe Gibbon St Louis, Torrez 10-4, 8:05 p. knees hurt, they don't only a bird, it's a man, it's Calvi e bases loaded in the ninth as ran a kickoff back 95 yards for
his sixth win.
the Pilots won a see-saw halt! a touchdown against Indiana.
m.
hurt, they're killing him, Joe Hill.
Nate Colbert drove in five
New from Oakland
despite two "Now that Ray is here,
Angeles over
Los
Cincinnati, Maloney 11-6 at Nemeth understates. He doesn't
Atianza, McQueen 0-0, 8:05
runs with a triple and a homer rl'
losers' Sal football is all I can think
of
the
show
no
sign
by
homers
P. exaggerate. Only maybe with Orleans- Rams
"The whole
to lead a 13-hit San Diego
Bando and another by Rick about," Gann said.
girls a little, and name me a letup or letdown:
psychology has- -changettl 'and
H,otiation, Ray 8-2 at Los An- guy who don't.
Atlanta i.over Baltimore-The onday. Steve Whitaker conother players feel
nected with a man aboard for know the
The old rule of thumb that a geles, Singer 10-12, 11 p. m. Two weeks ago, before the Colts learn the awful truth.
the same way."
much
pretty
San
Diego,
Kirby
6-20
at
San
victors.
the
Giants Over Bears
game with Denver, I asked
cruiser costs $1,000 a foot is far
New York over Chicagofrom accurate. A better guide is Francisco, Marie hal 21-11, 5 p. Namath how the knees were
Giants win their first front the
and I remember his answer.
that modern fiberglass boats with m.
"Bad," he said. "Very bad." Bears in seven years.
gas power installed run about $2
American League
Cleveland over Detroit- ClanThey certainly didn't get any
to $2.50 a pound. For example,
East
better with the pounding they ton Collier can give lessons in
Chris-Craft s 17-foot Lancer runs
W. L. Pct. GB took in the Denver. and San coaching. His formula is simply
about $2.21 a pound while its
Diego games. The fact that the keep it simple.
47-foot Commander figures out Baltimore 109 53 .672
Detrolt
90 72 .556 19
Washington over San FrancisNew York Jets, the defending
to about $2.40 a pound. That's
Boston
87 75 .537 22 world champions in case you've co- Count on the Redskins to
the basic boat, without acces- Wash.
86 76 .531 23
NEW YORK (UPI)- The New the Nets' attack new impetus
forgotten, lost both those games get better, not worse.
sories.
New York 80 81 .497 284
St. Louis over Pittsburgh- York Nets' greatest need for and meaning. Melchionni won
aggravated the pain for Joe
Cleveland
62 99 .385 46'
Most Valuable Player
Neither club is talking Super the 1969-70 season is a first-rate the
One of the zaniest boating
W. L Pct. GB Nemeth even though he had the
center. It could unquestionably Award at the 1966 National
Bowl.
season,
biggest
the
AFL
day
of
West
proposals introduced in a state
be the difference between a Invitation Tournament while
The colleges:
96 65 .596 - passing yardage-wise, against
legislature this year was offered Minn.
adding
needed
an
berth and another last- playing for Villanova.
Michigan
playoff
the
Chargers.
87 74 .540 9
in Pennsylvania'by four Assem- Oakland
Walt Simon, Willie Sofoorset,
machine in its first two games. place finish.
Nemeth Ignores Pain
Calif.
81
90
.441
25
blymen and involved use of outChubin and Tom Bowens
17
of
78
Vanderonly
ripped
Nets'
won
Steve
Wolverines
The
The
Namath
manaSomehow,
Joe
68 93 .422 28
board motors on the state's Chicago
returnees. Simon, who
enough
season,
but
the
head
Washington,
45last
then
games
bilt,
42-14,
to
ignore
the
pain
more
ges
68 93 .422 28
Pymatuning Lake. The bill Kan. City
improvement has been made can double as a forward and
when the Jets win. I think his 7.
Seattle
64
97
.398
32
proposed: "Any boat equipped
Be Schembechler, their young through deals, purchases and backcourt man, was a starter
old buddy, Clive Rush, and the
Wednesday's Results
with a motor in excess of 10
in his first year, says signings to change the picture for the east in last year's ABA
coach
give
the
Boston
Patriots
will
Chicago
4 Minnesota 3
horsepower rating may be operany scores like completely . . . if a steadfast All-Star Game.
expect
don't
Sunday
in
Jets some trouble
Balt 2 Detroit 1, 10 inns.
ated on said lake if such motor
Was A Leading Scorer
Boston but not too much, and those against Missouri this center man is acquired.
Wash. 3 Boston 2
is rendered inoperable by New York 4 Cleveland 3
"We're looking and we're
Somerset was one of the
when it's all over I look for the weekend.
removal of the propeller, and Kan. City 6 California 0
looking hard," says head Coach league's leading scorers.
Jets to have evened their
Terry McMillan, Missouri's York Larese, who will be in
such propeller is left ashore. Seattle 4 Oakland 3
Eastern Division record to 2-2
McIntyre is attemptquarterback, is one of the new command until Lou Carnesecca Bobby
After removal of the propeller,
Today's Probable Pitchers
ing a comeback. McIntyre, a
and for the Pats to have
He
can
run
and
he
can
breed.
than
10
a motor of not more
All Times EDT
completes his commitment at former St. John's Star, played
dropped their fourth straight.
horsepower rating may be
Chicago, Nyman 4-4 at Min- In the other AFL meetings: paqs. I think he'll run and pass St. John's University and takes with the club two years ago,
enough for Missouri to beat
attached to the boat and used nesota, Hall 8-7, 2 p. m.
over next year.
Cincinnati over San Diego- I
but suffered a knee injury early
for propelling the boat on said
Oakland, Roland 4-1 at Se- keep saying the Bengals are Michigan.
"Sure we'll trade," Larese in the season that sidelined him
and
That
takes
care
of
that
lake." Needless to say, the bill attle, Fuentes 1-3, 11 p. m. going to wind up winning the
emphasizes. "-Just get us the for almost a year. Last winter
didn't pass.
California, Messersrnith 16- Western Division and the people then there's the hunch depart- right man. He has to be tough he played in the Eastern
11 at Kansas City, Hedlund 3- who know better keep laughing ment, where this week I like on the boards and get us the League to
his
get back
Oregon State over Southern
6, 2 p. m.
tall. From what I've seen of competitive touch.
at me.
California, Michigan State over
Cleveland, McDowell 18-14 at
Safety tip -Do not use kapok
alms and from what people
Kansas City over Denver- KC
Recently Dennis Grey, a 6-8
life preservers as seat cushions. New York, Peterson 17-16, 8 starts another winning streak. Notre Dame and Kentucky over have told me, that was the center, was acquired in a cash
Auburn.
Such action compresses the filler p. m.
Nets' biggest weakness in the deal with the Los Angeles
Houston over Buffalo.- Pete
Buckeyes Should Prevails
Only games scheduled
and reduces its efficiency.
Beathard is beginning to find
past."
Stars. Grey rated headlines
Washington could give Ohio
Trade Nets Hunter
during the off season when his
State a few goose bumps at
A trade with the Miami jaw
was broken by Lew
Seattle but the Buckeyes should
pickup
a
during
Floridians netted Les Hunter, Alcindor
prevail.
one of the American Basketball basketball game.
In the other ones:
Association's top rebounders. A
Larese leans toward a ball
East - Texas A&M over
cash deal with the Denver control game and expects help
Army, Harvard over Boston U., Rockets brought back Levern
•
in that direction from new
Boston College over Tulane, Tart.
acquisitions Hunter and Green.
Columbia over Princeton, DartOn the bonus market, the But they still need that big,
mouth over Holy Cross, Penn- Nets shelled out heavy cash to
talented center.
sylvania over Brown, Colgate sign Luther Green, a No, 3
30 miles to the gallon
over Yale, Rutgers over Cornell
• Lifetime lubrication
draft choice of the Cincinnati
and Buffalo over Kent State.
BOSTON (UPI)-John Havli• 60 horses
Royals of the National BasketMidwest- Penn State over ball Association.
offered
cek, reportedly
• Quietly sprints up to 87 mph
Kansas State, Purdue over
Green led LW in each of his million dollar contract by the
• 4-on-the-floor all synchromesh transmission
Stanford. UCLA over Northwes- three varsity years in rebound- rival ABA, joined the Boston
• Bucket seats
tern, Indiana over Colorado,
ing and for two of those three Celtics at their training camp
•
Nylon carpeting
Iowa State over Illinois, Arizoseasons in scoring. He rates as Thursday.
for a gang of five
•
Room
na over Iowa, Nebraska over ,one of the best prospects in this
Havlicek still hasn't signed a
Styling that puts you in for compliments
Minnesota, Syracuse over Wis•
NBA
contract,
but
1969-70
there
lyear's rookie class.
consin, Ohio U. over Toledo and
Bill Melchionni, 24-year-old is a feeling his presence at
West Texas State over Wichita
'playmalcer who had two years camp is a forerunner to
State.
with the Philadelphia 76ers reaching an agreement with the
South- Alabama over Missisbefore sitting out last winter, Celtics.
sippi, Georgia over South was also signed and is giving
Carolina, Louisiana State over
Baylor, Florida over Florida
SIGNS CONTRACT
State, Duke over Pittsburgh, Houston, Texas Tech over
North
over
Carolina
Miami
Oklahoma State, Kansas over
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) State, Clemson over Georgia New Mexico, Arizona State
the PhiTech, Tennessee over Memphis over Brigham Young and Utah Center Bob Clarke,
amateur
State, Vanderbilt over North over University of Texas at El ladelphia Flyers' No. 2
professional
a
signed
pick,
draft
Carolina, Maryland over Wake Paso.
Wednesday. Clarke
contract
Forest and West Virginia over
Far West- California over
Flyers' lineup this
the
in
be
will
VM1.
over
Rice, Washington State
with Rochesgames
in
weekend
Southwest - Arkansas over Oregon, Wyomffig over Colors:
Japans No I Automobile Manufacturer
Texas Christian, Texas over do State and San Diego State ter, Hershey and Providence of
League.
Hockey
American
the
Navy, Mississippi State over over San lose State.
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
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Sports Para e

New York Nets Need First
Rate Center For New Season

Measure it for economy.
Measure it
for roominess.
Measure it
for quietness
and spirited
performance.

Our new

Toyota Corolla

out-measures them all!

NOW OPEN
Food
CONVENIENT
Mart

$1805.00

It's a car that really stacks up
•

Northside Shopping Center
Across from Little League Park

Open 7 Days A Week
8:00 a.m. - Midnight

Top Brands • Convenient • Easy Shopping
Fully Carpeted

Self-Service Gasoline
-CONVENIENT THINKS OF EVERYTHING"

Come in and check the shape...
the statistics,..and smile!

HATCHER
AUTO SALES
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Mr. and Mrs. Hall Farris have
returned home after spending
two weeks with their daughter
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Phillips and children of De
trod, Mich. • • •
Mrs. Mary Alice York of Murray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
si Paducah.

Year" Award;
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Is Speaker Woman Wins"Man Of the
Calling
For Meeting Of The Zeta Department Says Job As Homemaker Best
work and has been successful,
By PHYLLIS BERNSTEIN
The Zeta Department of the ican Embassy, or with industapplauds mothers who are
she
Murray Woman's Club opened rial firms. Easter is given much
to stay home with their
able
NEW YORK (UPI)-.- A super- families,
the club year Thursday, Sep more importance there than
tember 25, at seven-thirty o Christmas as it is their main saleswoman with three "man of
"If you need to work for a
clock in the evening with Dr. religious holiday.
the year" titles to her credit living, do so," she said. "I still
minisSamuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
has words for every female in believe the most wonderful
Though they are under mili- business:
ter of the First United Methodcareer for a mother is being a
tary dictatorship and there is "Never
you're a
ist Church, as guest speaker.
forget
. It is a real calling
homemaker
press,
the
of
minister
was
censorship
who
strict
Dr. Dodson
woman."
should be proud
woman
a
and
that
felt
he
American
the speaker said
of St. Andrews
Mrs. Eunice C. Bush, of
Church in Athens, Greece, be- in time Greece would return Baton Rouge, La., has worked of that."
Although friends and relatives
fore coming to Murray, spoke to a democracy. The people are on a farm, in a furniture store
she would starve
imis
it
predicted
and
FifIt
erican
Knew
pro-Am
I
As
now
on "Greece
and, since 1933, in insurance when she went to work in the
teen Months Ago". He discuss- portant to us that they remain sales.
highly competitive, man-oriented the people, their customs, so and do not come to feel that
Her newest man of the year ed insurance industry, slit
and some of his experiences and we are in accord with the preaward is from the Mutual of plunged in.
sent reign, Dr. Dodson said,
impressions.
insurance
life
York
New
chairWeatherly,
very
James
are
Mrs. Bush, a widow, is a life
Mrs.
He said the people
tops.
she's
means
It
company.
committee,
member of the Million Dollar
friendly to Americans, they are man of the program
Other man of the year Round Table (meaning she has
a creative people, and they en- introduced the speaker.
were given her by the sold at least $1 million of
awards
chairman,
Smith,
customs
June
Mrs.
their
of
Many
joy life.
Association of Life
Route
business
Baton
the
over
that
in
presided
differ from Americans
insurance a year three times);
Louisiana
a bride still brings a dowry session and welcomed, the new Underwriters and the
a member of the Baton Rouge
Underwriwhen she marries, and all sons members who are Mrs.' Samuel Association of Life
Chamber of Commerce, and a
remain single in the family un- Dodson, Jr., Mrs. T. M. Down- ters.
director of the Camp Fire
of Benton and a student
McDermott
Vicki
Miss
alternate;
Pageant Winners for 1969 — Miss Janet Duncan of
Salvatore Matarozza, "Be natural," Mrs. Bush Girls.
married.
Mrs.
are
ing,
daughters
all
til
Miss
Linda
alternate;
second
is
at Murray State University
women in
advises
Mayfield and a freshman at Murray State University is the
further
Greek Orthodox is their re- and Mrs. J. J. Roach.
She figures many youngsters
Brownfield of Murray and a student at Murray State Uniserved business. "Never forget that
were
'969 queen of the "Miss Correct Posture and Physical Fitts
minisRefreshmen
Protestant
no
and
ligion
today have it "too easy."
of
versity is third place winner; and Miss Jan McKinney of Pater would think of performing from a table beautifully decor- you are a lady and never take
accomplish
they
"W h a t
ducah and • student at Paducah Community College is in
be
And
flowfall
fact.
and
said.
he
ness" pageant that was held last Saturday at the Hotel Irvin
that
brass
ated with
advantage of
any rites for them,
mean too much to
and first and second alternates will
doesn't
queen
The
place.
fourth
Duncan,
Miss
are:
to
right
left
Cobb in Paducah. Standing
The American church there ers. Hostesses were Mesdames cheerful at all times, even in some," she said. "I believe
go to Lexington, on October 10 to compete in the "Miss
the queen; Miss Evelyn Huckleberry of Anna, Illinois, a stuministers only to Americans James R. Allbritten, H. B. Bai- the face of misfortune."
contest.
Fitness"
Physical
and
Posture
adversity builds character."
Correct
Kentucky
dent at Draughon's Business Crolege in Paducah is first
ley, Jr., Jack Bailey, Owen BarAt the age of 23, she found
who live there most of whom
Through her adversity, a job
Max
and
Barker,
a
ber, William
herself with a young son,
Amerinsurance was appealing. She
in
the
military,
the
with
Beale.
widowed mother and a sister to could work evenings— and not
Miss Frances Brown will are
support. Though she went to neglect her responsibilities as
show slides of her trip to Russia at a joint meeting of the
the mother of a small child.'
Annie Armstrong, Kathleen
For that very reason, maso,
Groups
Moon
Lottie
Jones, and
Miss Janace Sims became the fan shaped baskets of white
mothers who must work are
October 2
Thursday,
Church
the First Baptist
bride of John LeRoy Creighton gladioli, mums, and pompons
trying their hand at such a
Country of
The Town and
p.m.
and
Nuptial music was presented Homemakers Club will meet at WMS at the church at 1115
By PATRICIA McCORMACK rather than shrill tones
of Chicago, Illinois, in a lovely
career today.
treat them as love objects
The public is invited.
on by Mrs. Glenn Sims, cousin of
ceremony
mid-afternoon
Charles MofMrs.
of
•
•
•
home
the
.
competitors
rather than hostile
the bride, consisting of the tra- fett, 801 Sha Wa Circle, at 7:30
Sunday, September 28.
NEW YORK (UPI)— Males,
Tuesday, October 7
"We believe that the lamb
and
funnies
Rev. Loyd D. Wilson, pastor ditional wedding processional pm.
to
according
the
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or.
•••
of Grace Baptist Church, per- and recessional, "Because" and
comedy, carry chop is more powerful than
ion
televis
der of the Rainbow for Girls
and that the way to
chop
karate
That
formed the double ring cere- "I Love Thee Truly".
brains.
of
pea-sized
around
The Garden Department
The bride, given in marriage the Murray Woman's Club will will meet at the Masonic Hall makes it easy to lead them by achieve a better society is with
mony in the church sanctuary
p.m.
Sims
L
seven
at
William
brother,
with
men not against them," Jeannie
her
by
decorated
altar
before an
the nose.
meet at the club house at 1:30
• ••
Sakol, one of the league's three
of Paducah, was attired in is p.m. with the program on
females
to
according
Males,
The Women's Society of
in an interview.
street length dress of off-white "Flower Arranging". Hostesses
militant about gaining equal founders said
IQ Is QOW
crepe, over which she wore a will be Mesdames R. E. Moyer, Christian Service of the Goshen rights, require karate chops to
NEW YORK (UPI) — CBS
lace coat of matching color with Maurice Crass, I. L Clanton, R. United Methodist Church will bring them into line,
has set Nov. 30 as air date for
fitted elbow length sleeves. L. Ward, and Yandal Wrather. meet at the church at sevta
purr
view,
to
either
on
Nix
Miss Sakol belongs
finals of the Miss Teenage
p.m.
carried three long stemmed
• ••
Pussycat Menses the society that admits
Mark Edward is the name She
of the
founders
,•••
America contest, being held for
red
knotted
with
tied
roses
red
School
The Hazel Elementary
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
League, which prefers to have only geniuses to membership.
the first time in Fort Worth,
Methodist
United
First
The
streamers.
at the school at
Allen Young of Hale's Trailer
Tex., after six previous teleof women—talk be males in soft She said her IQ is 192
of PTA will meet
Society
friend
Women';
Church
Fennel,
Linda
Miss
ilr
til p.m. wit% the elecutIve Dlisiatian Service will meet
Court, Murray, for their baby
casts from Dallas. Winners,
agency
ad
York
New
a
is
f
Mae
served
_larida.
affilletinginee-atele.m.'Wil44 4 "mamma -4444444 the
aged 13 to 17, of preliminary
attisexual
t
the
on
*VI
consultant
dress
Her
for
honor.
room
class
the
Gleaner's
seven ounces, born on Saturday,
lard J. Ails will speak on "How
pageants across the country
a
of
a
author
and
urin
men
feat
of
tudes
chiffon,
September 27, at seven a.m. green
You". Persons are urg program by representatives
will compete. Actor Dean Jones
"Gumdrop, Gumand h e r Safe Are
book,
neckline
new
sweetheart
Ministry.
Rural
Foot
Reel
the
County
loway
at the Murray-Cal
will be onstage master of cereed to come early to see the disbouquet was pink roses.
drop, Let Down Your Hair"
coffee will be- held in the socHospital.
monies, and singer Trini Lopez
play of drugs and narcotics.
best
as
Dagroom
the
Producer
Hall).
Attending
execs(Prentice
a.m.
The
at
9:30
hall
ial
•••
The new father is a student
will be a special guest.
man was his brother, James
Live board will not meet.
vid Merrick describes it as
.d Murray State University.
Friday, October 3
• • •
•
•
•
Park,
Elmwood
"sexy, witty, incisive."
Grandparents are Mr. a n d Creighton of
The Senior Citizens Club will
The Alpha Department of the
it is Neil Simon's play
Now
the
Illinois.
of
Department
The
Delta
Mrs. Kenneth E. Young of Fairhave its monthly potluck dinner
Murray Woman's Club held its
and movie. "Barefoot in the
A reception honoring the
The other pussycat founders
at 12 Murray Woman's Club will have first luncheon of the new club
field, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Park." that it is hoped will spin
the at the Community Center
following
held
was
couple
Goldberg, a
Lucianne
Watkins, Jr., of New Orleans,
will be Mrs. a dinner at the club house at year with a "Know Your mem- are
Hostesses
noon.
off into a broadcast series.
ceremony in the Red Room.
La.
Bryan Tolley, Mrs Celia Craw- 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will oe bers" meeting at the club house magazine writer and former
Paramount Television in HolHoliday Inn.
•••
Joan
and
lobbyist,
ford, and Mrs. Edna McRey- Mesdames E. B. Howton, H. L. on Saturday, September 27, a Washington
lywood started production this
Included in the out-of-town
Mr. and Mrs. David Mullinax
Jaktey, and F. E. Crawford
nolds.
noon with Mrs. Donald Elbaum, Harvard Law School
twelve
month, with Skye Aubrey and
James
and
Mrs.
Mr.
were
guests
•••
•••
of Murray Route Three are the
president, as spec- graduate practicing in New
Clarke in the roles of the
club
Phil
Keller,
York. The average age of
parents of a baby girl, Christy Creighton of Elmwood Park,
Probably a candiThe Kappa Department of the ial guest.
Saturday, October 4
newlyweds.
Illinois and David Gibson of
1 ynn, weighing six pounds
A "Music Country Style" show Murray Woman's Club will meet
date for next fall, with CBS to
short business session was founders: Over 30; average
A
ounces. born on Sunday, Sep- Louisville.
put it on the air as a half-hour
will be held at the Faxon Ele- at the club house at 7:30 psis held presided over by Mrs. Ro- dress size, 14; average height,
Mr. and Mrs. Creighton are
tember 28, at 12:55 p.m. at the
show.
mentary School at 7:90 p.m. Dr. Conrad Jones will be the bert N. Scott, chairman, who in- five feet, eight inches.
ChiMurray-Calloway County Hos- residing at 2521 Nordica,
:ponsored by the Faxon Mo- speaker. Hostesses will be Mes- troduced other department of"ago, Ulinois.
Miss Sakol said pussycats
pital.
thers Club Supper will be serv- dames Rex Thompson, John ficers, Mrs. Maurice Christoph
•••
The new father is an officer
ed starting at 6:30 p.m. Admiss- Baker, Charles Homra, and er, vice-chairman, Mrs. Preston believe in some of the causes
MARK EVERY GRAVE
such as
with the Department of Fish
ion will be children 23 cents Kenneth Adams.
Jones, secretary and Mrs. Rolfe militants advance,
S..
day-care
and Wildlife.
Mrs. Erna
and adults 75 cents.
"ENSLAVED"
P. King, treasurer. Members of abortion reform and
•• •
One study shows that nails of
Grandparents are Mrs. Velma
Group I of the First Christ- the program committee are centers for children of working
Laker, 37, who claimed in
Mullinax of Marshall County nail-biters grow 20 per cent
The Almo Elementary School ian Church CWF will meet at Mrs. Christopher, Mrs. Wayne mothers. But they won't use the
court that she was enslaved
and Mr. and Mrs. James Ron- faster than nails of non-biters.
PTA will have a Turkey Shoot the home of Mrs. Robert Hop- Williams, Mrs. Robert Horns- shouting, sign-carrying way to
by the hypnotic power of an
ald Burkeen of Murray Route
at the school starting at nine kins, 1500 Cardinal Drive, at by and Mrs. Charles Hinds advance these causes.
"Indian" mystic, has a judgThree.
a.m. Coffee, hotdogs, candy, and ten am.
Mrs. Ralph Slow and Mrs. Bun
ment of 389.000 coming to
• ••
Great grandparents are Mrs
shot gun shells will be sold.
Crawford are on the courtesy
Do
Things
Womanly
in Lafayette. Calif. Mrs
her
Since leeti
•• •
Hattie Watkins of Cedar Crest
Group LI of the First Christ- committee, Mrs. J. I. Hosick,
Rather than hit legislators
Laker, shown in her home.
at
meet
will
CWF
Rest Home at Possum Trot and
sororChurch
comLambda
ian
The Tau Phi
chairman of the telephone
over the head with propaganda
claimed she was bilked of an
Mr. and Mrs. Rufe P. Burkeen,
ity will have a rummage sale the home of Mrs. Clyde Jone:, mittee for special calls, Mrs. and pound their ears with shrill
money and propautomobile,
Sr., of Dexter Route One. Maton the west side of the court 1302 Farris Avenue, at two p.m. John J. Livesay, publicity chair- chants, pussycats intend to get
erty. The "seer" was Mrs.
BUILDERS OP FINE
..•-ernal great great grandparents
square from seven a.m. to two Mrs. W. J. Gibson will give the man, and Mrs. Leartord Vaughn, their arguments across while
who also
38,
Elliott,
Maria
MEMORIALS
are Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lovett
study.
p.m.
finance chairman.
doing womanly things for them.
• ••
Porter Whits - Manager
calls herself Dalaya Mahra,
• ••
of Benton Route Four.
Preston Jones, secretary, "It will be much easier to
Mrs.
•••
753-2512
Ill Maple St.
Maria Mara. Maria Silva
To make a small amount of called the roll with each memA rummage sale will be held
approach them while sewing on
and Miss Starr.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L. Weaat the American Legion Hall meat, fish or chicken go a long ber responding with a brief ina button or shining their
ver of Benton Route Eight anstarting at seven a.m., sponsor- way, combine—it with a thin troduction, and commenting as
shoes," Miss Sakol said. "This
nooand
cooked
sauce
cream
nounce the birth of a baby boy.
Presbyed by the Cumberland
to how she spent this past sum- Is the pussycat way."
Bradley Lynn, weighing seven
terian Women of the North dles or rice in a casserole-type mer.
dish.
pounds eleven ounces, born on
Pleasant Grove Church.
It was decided that the Alpha
•••
"You become a member by
Monday, September 29, at 2:30
Department will spanser an esto be one,"
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Sunday, October S
say and poetry contest for stu- simply deciding
said. "No dues or
County Hospital.
The Dorcas Sunday School
dents, the subjects of the essay Miss Sakol
The new father is employed
MISSING Mrs. Joan Tunney Class of the First Baptist
to be "What America means fees."
at the Pennsalt Plant at CalMiss Elbaum, the lawyer
Wilkinson (above), daughter Church will have a berakfast
To Me" and "The Responsibilit
‘ert City.
founder, says it makes sense,
of former heavyweight cham- and installation of officers at
les of Freedom".
Mrs. Nell Churchill of Lynn
"I never won a case in court
pion Gene Tunney, is re- the Holiday Inn at 7:30 am.
New members, Dr. Alberta
Grove is the paternal grandmoported missing on a trip to Call Mrs. Glen Hodges 753-4405
Chapman, Mrs. John A. Nance wearing space shoes and a
ther and Mr. and Mrs. James
Europe, having last been for reservations.
and Mrs. William Smith. Jr snarl."
•• •
M. Mathis of Benton Route One
A pussycat also must believe:
seen in Bergen, Norway. Aug
were introduced, and one guest,
are the maternal grandparents
Monday, October 6
Mrs. Mary Coleman Bordeaux, "Looking, cooking and smell28. Tunney appealed for inGreat grandparents are Mr. and
The Coldwater United Mepast chairman and member was ing good for men are our mayor
formation about her from a
Mrs. Luther Cole of Benton
thodist Church WSCS is schedresponsibilities and the result is
welcomed.
Boston hospital, where he
houte One and 0. S. Mathis of
uled to meet at the church at
Mrs. Scott presented Mrs. more equal rights for us."
underwent back surgery.
Benton Route Three.
seven p.m.
Keller who gave a most interesting talk pertaining to club
activities, and commending ear\N.
,\N, \\\N%\\%\\%\\\%11,\N ,
,,
,
,
S.\\%\%\%,,,,,%\%,"\%%
"4,%\%\\S00,,,\\‘'
•\
lier members for their efforts
in making Murray Woman's
Club the second largest in the
state with a membership of
481, end stated it may rank first
at this time.
An invitation was extended
by the Paducah Woman's Club
to a showing of midadetarien
furniture -t Rhodes-Burford in
Paducah through October 20-24,
Including Tax
from 10-5 with a tea being eery ed by club hostesses in colonial
GOT HANOI WORD — Mrs.
from 2 to 6.
dress
James B. Stockdale of San
Preceding the program lun
Diego. Calif.. talks on the
rheon was served by the hosphone in Paris after receiv
tesses, Mesdames William Bar
ing word from the Hanoi
ker, J. I. Ilosick, G B. Scott,
peace delegation that het
P. A. Hart, Leland Owen and
753-4334
Phone
husband
is alive but was inStreet
Chestnut
Miec Cappie Beale
jured after bailing out of hi,
At the next meeting names
Mrs. Donald K•Ilar
sattelleaMtla ro,ne over North Vietnam
nvaneweiMISIMISIM.
be tabled for membership.

Miss Janace Sims Becomes The Bride Of
"Jan LeRoy Creighton At Grace Church

Founders-Of-Pussycat League Prefer To
Have Women Talk To Men In Soft Tones

TV

NOTES

itgi

Alpha Department
Hears Talk By
Mrs. Donald Keller

Murray Marble
Works

1

Ladies join the Fashion Minded and
shop at the Discount Shoe Store for
that Ultra Smart look in shoes. See
our new shipment of hand made imported shoes with the new higher
stacked heel. Also have plenty of
dress shoes, including Cobra in black
or brown, have a good selection of
new Fall Bags.

SPECIAL

Friday - Saturday - Sunday

Discount
Shoe Store

1.25 Reg.Box - - -- for only $1.00
Consists of: 3 Pieces Chicken, Cole Slaw,
French Fries, Gravy and Roll.

rr

DANIEL BOONE CHICKEN 'N BEEF

S.

Highway 64 1 - Next to Auto Auction
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Streets on Wednesday at 3:33
pin
Involved were a 1963 Buick
four door hardtop driven by
Mattie Bea Johnson of Central
City and a 1961 Dodge four
door hardtop driven by Rufus
Delvin Langston of 424 South
8th Street. Mrs. Langston was
a passenger in the car with her
husband.
The Langston car was going
south on South 6th Street and
collided with the Johnson car
going east on Poplar Street, ac(ording to the police report.
Damage to the Johnson car
was on the front end and to the
Langston ear on the right side.
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would starve
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the pattern of earthquake faults in Alaska. Conservationists are disturbed, too. Amchitka is in the Aleutian National
Wildlife Refuge, and they fear for the 200 bald eagles there.
the harbor seal, the Arctic goose and about 3,000 sea otters.

ALASKA ALARMED-Use of Amchitka Island, though far out
in the Aleutians, for nuclear testing has stirred fear of new
earthquakes and tidal waves among Alaskan.. They remember the quake devastation of 1964. Squiggly lines show

Several
(Carlini/ad Prom Pigs On.;
intoxicated, amended to reckless driving, fiaed $100.00 costs
$25.00.
Harry Rogers, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
H. E. Scott, public drunkenness and disorderly conduct,
fined $25.00 costs $4.50; subjet given fifteen days in jail
at hard labor suspended if he
not be back in this court for
rest of year 1969.
Artelle Smith, driving while
intoxicated, fined $100,00 costs
$4.50, no operator's license, fined $15.00 costs $4.50, for a t3tal of $124.00.
G. E. Roseberry, unnecessary
noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
G. R. Hudson, reckless driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
W. M. Penrod, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
M. A. Alexander, reckless
driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
K. W. Williams, reckless
driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. W. Wilson, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50;
plus fifteen days in jail at hard
labor.
D. W. Dick, unnecessary
noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
W. L. Newton III, disregarding stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
$4.50.
R. M. Lowe, Jr., reckless
driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
R. W. Eldridge, speeding, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
W. E. Hughez, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
R. B. Linn, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.

US 2-3 200-240 lbe 525.75-26.25,
Few 1-2 $26.75;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $25.50-26.00;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $25.00-25.50i_
US 34 260-280 lbs $24.50-25.00;
Federal State Market News SOWS:
Service, Oct. 2, 1969 Kentucky
Purchase Area Hog Market ReUS 1-2 270-350 lbs $.22.00-22.50,
poet Includes 10 Buying StaFew $23.25;
tions.
US 1-3 300-550 the $21.00-22.00;
Receipts 1202 Head, Barrows
$20.00-21.00.
Steady, US 2-3 450-650 Ilas
and G4-its SteadY; Sows,

Federal State
Market Report
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NOW YOU KNOW

by United Press International
The ratio of males to females
in the United States has eonsistently grown smaller since
the turn of the century with
the greatest decrease occurring
in the over-45 age bracket.

on Chestnut Street, attempted
to stop for the ear in front of
him, but his brakes grabbed
and he skidded into the rear of
the Bell car also going west on
Chestnut Street, according to
the police report.
Damage to the Bell car was
on the left rear fender and
trunk and to the Rothenburger
car on the front end, hood,
grill, etc.

Wednesday at noon another
collision occurred at South 4th
and Sycamore Streets.
Linda Turner Eldridge of Almo Route One, driving a 1966
Buick two door owned by
Charles Eldridge, was attempting to leave the Ashland Service Station at North 4th and
Sycamore Streets and going
south on 4th Street.
As Mrs. Eldridge was pulling into the wet street her car
skidded into the lane of traffic
of the 1966 GMC pickup driven
by Charles Raymond Wrather
of Almo Route One that was going north on South 4th Street,
according to the police report.
Damage to the Eldridge car
was on the hood and right front
fender and damage to the Wrather truck was on the left fender and bumper.
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The same intersection at
North 12th and Chestnut Streets
was the scene of another collision at 2:57 p.m.
Involved were a 1969 GTO
two door hardtop driven by
Lois Sacheroen Ammons of
Murray Route Two and a 1959
Chevrolet four door driven by
Emma Petty Rutledge of 201
Walnut Street, Murray.
Mrs. Ammons was going
south on North 12th Street and
Mrs. Rutledge was going east
on Chestnut when the collision
occurred, according to the police report.
Damage to the Ammons ear
was on the right side and to
the Rutledge car on the front
end.

11
1

Charles. E. Peck, Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corporation's construction group vice president,
said the money would be necessary to construct 75 million
more homes by the end of the
century to house an estimated
population of 360 million per-

_
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What's needed
NEW YORK (UPI) - If
America is to house its booming
population in the year 2000,
long-term money suppliers must
provide the home building industry with $1.5 trillion during the
next 30 years.
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FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAIAS
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tonight featuring
x-9 p.m. Ch. 4 It's Country music at Its finest the
JOHNNY CASH, JUNE CARTER, THE CARTER FAMILY, and
STATLER BROTHERS.
DEL
x-9:30 p.m. Ch. 4 A half-hour of Country music and fun, with
RYAN.
JAMIE
and
REEVES, CHASE WEBSTER,

At 3:52 p.m. Wednesday a
traffic accident occurred at
Chestnut a n d North 12th
sons.
Streets.
*4*
Cars involved were a 1965
Ford two door Mustang owned
by Joe Nell Rayburn and driven
One study shows that - the
by Georgia Anne Bell of Paaverage homemaker is worth a
ducah, and a 1965 Chevrolet
$61.32 per week, says
two door driven by Arthur Lee salary of
Valerie Kehm, of the University
Rothenburger
Nebraska Extension Service.
Rothenburger was going west of

7
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At Both Locations

8:00-5:30 - Not Open Sunday
Downtown Store Hours
_ _ _ 9-9 - Sunday, Noon-6
Chestnut Street Store Hours

7/

Formerly Walgreens Penny Sale

I

a=60.
on

79c RUBBING ALCOHOL
Size With Wintergreen, 16 oz.

limn, Durant@ Present
'ne Lennon Sisters

x-I0 p.m. Ch. 4 Get ALL the news from Nashville's PROFESSIONALS - DAVE DAUGHTRY, AL YOECKS, BOB OLSEN, and PAUL
EELLS

SCOTT"
UG
DR
All Items Available

W1119 AGENCY
111PP

rts Newt.
Let s Make a Deal
he Brody Bunch
'Sr. Deed Goes to Town
dnie Corn* the Brides
Here Come the Brides

$1.98 size-loo's
Multiple
Vitamins
with Iron
Vtalgreens

2 9
F NW

s 198

Ili -4
°Satan,.

AVIII4AL JR
chewable
multi•ritarnins

$74.01 461

Guide for
campus set 94 Size Mouth Washes
Mount Carroll, ill. (UPI) Ralph G. Hough, director of
Student Services at Shirner College, has provided the prospective college student with several
guidelines to follow in adjusting
from home to campus.
The student should correspond with his intended roommate so that difficulties like two
stereos in the same room can be
•
avoided.
A checking account should be
established, and the student's ID
number should be printed on the
checks. Hough warns that too
much handy cash can be both
tempting and dangerous.
The student's room at home
cannot be transplanted to campus. A desk, chair and bed usually will be provided.
A schedule of campus events
is usually found in the. college
catalog. If the parents have a
copy of this they will know
when to visit the student, and
when to expect him home.
Don't purchase any books
until the reading list for the
individual course is available.
The student should know
who his counselor is, and how he
can be reached. It is difficult to
predict just when his advice may
be needed.
Evaluate study demands offore joining oampus dubs and
organizations.

)

Choose from Fresh Breath, Orl is, Keller,
Sterident or Minty Chlorophyll.

YOUR
CHOICE

2i98,
Pint sizes

98c Size
/
Children Formula

Cough Syrup
Cherry
flavor.
4 fl. oz.

29

$1.29 Size Walgreens
Cold Medicine

.p.m.

Non-narcotic. Take at bedtime
for a good night's sleep

69t Size
WALGREENS

$2.98 Size -lows

98c Size

98c Size-Pt.

$1.39 Size -Pk. 10

ASPIRIN

Aytinal Jr.

PoDo

Perfection
Hand Lotion

Time Release
Cough & Cold
Capsules

5gr. USP 100's
None Finer!

Speed Shave

Chewable
Multi-Vitamins

Regular or Menthol.
11 oz. nt. vvt.

Softens, smoothes.

0
'
269 2RF 298 29'8' 298'
Lozenges 2 984
Aytinal
Multi-Vitamins
2r, 75c
lows 2EI 269

98c Size Anefrin
Throat
With Vitamin C. 12's

--12.69 Size

F

75t Size-Pint
Milk of Magnesia
Mint or regular.

98c Size-1000
Saccharin Tablets ft oF
%gr. Walgreens
85c Size-Smokers
Tooth Paste
Stain remover.

004

$5.19 Size-100's
-Super B-Complex
With Vitamin C
Vitamin B-12 included,

2

R 85'

519

$5.49 Size -100's
Super Geriatric Tablets
For the "over 40" folio,

20

549

SUPER
GERIATRIC

forma
r771
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to the New York Police Department than le the other Armed
Services.
The wide scope of duties to
be performed and the limited
comlement of officers and men
available to perform them, requires that each man be a specialist, not only in one field but in
many. A career in the Coast Guard provides a most challenging
The United States Coast Guard and rewarding means of serving
Is the Nation's oldest seagoing your fellowman and your country
mthtary service. Its origin dates
back to the time of Alexander
Hamilton, the first Secretary of
the Treasury, who introduced a
bill establishing the Revenue
Marine. The bill was passed by
Congress and signed by George
Washington on August 4, 1790.
The primary mission of the Revenue Marine was to stop smuggling which had continued to flourish even after the signing of the
Declaration of Independence in
1776 and the establishment of a
Constitutional form of GovernIn our fast-changing world,
ment in 1789.
everyone realizes the importThe regular Navy was not es- ance of keeping
informed of
tablished until 1798 and it was the latest ideas
and developshortly thereafter that the Rev- ments. Impaired eyesight
or the
enue Cutter Service, as it was effects of a stroke, arthritis, or
then called, was ciirectedto coop- other disabling conditions can
erate with the Navy in time of prevent a person from reading
war or when so directed by the print or holding a book. He
President. This was again re- can taro to talking books as a
stated and clarified in1915, clear- continuing source of informaly preserving the posture of the tion and entertainment, howCoast Guard as a member of the ever.
Armed Forces while placing the
Through recorded books and
direction of its peacetime activit- magazines, a handicapped peries under the Treasury Depart- son can read poplar magazines
Like "Newsweek" and "Look"
ment.
With the passage of time, more or best selling novels, biograand more duties of a humanita- phies, history and current
rian nature have been assigned events These are recorded on
to the Coast Guard until it has long-playing records for the Libecome known as the ACTIVE brary of Congress and may be
borrowed free. A special phono
PEACETIME SERVICE.
The primary mission of the graph, also loaned free by the
Coast Guard today is "the pre- Library ef Congress, accompanservation of life and property ies the talking books.
This library service is availon the high seas". These priable
anywhere in the United
marily humanitarian duties are
States through a system of Beperformed under the authority
gionai Libraries for the Blind
of the Secretary of Transporta- and
Physically Handicapped.
tion. A short summary of these Details
about how to apply for
duties follows:
talking book service and cataSearch and Rescue Operations logs of books
and magazines
utilizing
planes and vessels, available may be obtained
by
backed by computers, electronic contacting this address:
Kenand other aids.
tucky Regional Library for the
Operation of the Ocean Station Blind and Physically
HandicapProgram, whose vessels collect, ped, Post Office Box 818,
collate and transmit metororalo- Frankfort, Kentucky 40601. For
gical and oceanographic data, further information or aid in
provide navigational informa- this service, call or stop in the
tion, relay vessel and aircraft Murray-Calloway Co. Library.
communications assist in search
"We are happy to announce
and rescue operations and pro- this additional service to the
vide a supplementary national people in Calloway County. Re.
defense
meanber it is free and a
itenance Of Alds to Tiavi- In all persons who —
gation, including long range el- printed materials," said Mn.
ectronic aids(Lorans) scattered Trevathan.
around the globe, as well as short
range electronic aids. There are
over 40,000 aids to be serviced
and maintained located in the
Coastal waters as well as the Inland Waterways network. Authority for this service was established by the 18th Act of the
1st Congress of the United States.
The Port Security Program
to safeguard vessels, harbors
and waterfront facilities, including the supervision of the handling of explosives and other
dangerous cargoes transported
on our waterways daily.
Enforcement of the laws relating to Marine Safety,involving
the inspection and regulations of
vessels, equipment, cargo, personnel and the investigation of
casualties.
The International Ice Patrol
dating back to the sinking of the
TITANIC with the loss of over
1,500 lives.
The Ice Breaking Program
•
which recently saw the Coast
ARTIFICIAL ARMS hold a
Guard participating in a pilot
March of Dimes poster and
program to determine if the Nordonation container heralding
thwest Passage could be navigatthe
National
Foundation's
ed during the winter making the
annual
January
campaign
recently discovered Alaskan oil
month, to combat birth defields accessible year round.
fects. The smiling lad is
Marty Mim Mack, 8, Santa
Oceanography is a rapidly
Clara, Calif., Poster Boy.
;rowing field with active participation by Coast Guardpersonnel and vessels, both directly and
as rescue teams providing general all around assistance for civilian and federal projects.
Law Enforcement has always
been a majar mission of the
Coast Guard and it may truly
be described as the Police Force of the high seas. The Coast
Guard alone shares joint jurisdiction with the Federal Bureau
of Investigation for all crimes
committed on the high seas as
well as being charged with the
enforcement of all applicable federal laws upon the high seas and
waters subject to the jurisdiction
of the United States.
Reserve Training and Military
Readiness are also considered
as major missions. At present
approximately 30 Coast Guard
cutters are serving in Vietnam
at the request of the Navy. Including the personnel assigned
KEY MAN IN BONN is Walto special Coast Guard detachter Scheel, leader of the Free
ments such as port safety, aids
Democrats,.who tonnes folto navigation, explosives loadlowing vote countingin West
ing, and other assignments, the
Germany. The Free Demototal number of Coast Guard percrats' 30 seats in the parliasonnel serving in Vietnam is appment mean the balance of
roximately 1,370.
power between Chancellor
One mast keep in mind that
Kurl-Georg K le s inger•m
the over-all complement of offChristian Democrats and
icers and men in the Coast GuaForeign Minister Willy
rd is around 40,000 making it
Brandt' Social Democrats.
more nearh equivalent in size
•

Oldest Sea
Going Unit,
Coast Guard

Services To
Blind And
Handicapped
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51.00
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$1.00
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EXCITING
FOR CHILDREN 12 ANIMAL
EDUCATIONAL AS YOUNG AS
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TOY
14
1 YEARS
NAMES

TALKING BARBIE
$599

I SAY MANY
DIFFERENT
THINGS
BENDABLE LEGS
REAL
EYELASHES

"S.,'NNS.NAN

LENTE
SEMILENTE
NPH

LET US PRICE YOUR NEXT
PRESCRIPTIMS
AT NO OBLIGATION

SAVE WITH SAFE-T

Phensa

Testape
133

LILLY

TABLETS

SUGAR

BOTTLE 100

SUPER
8

126 - 12
120, 620
127
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PAPER

Color
Movie Film

Polaroid Color
Film • 108
FLASH CUBES
PKG. 3,12 FLASHES

FLASH BULBS
M-3 FOR POLAROID CAMERAS
CTN. 12

PHOTO FINISHING

81
$223

12 EXPOSURE ROLL
DEVELOPED AND PRINTS

1967 CAM
automatic
Gold stria
1965 Olds
with factor
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Gulf Static
Main.

COUPON
$1.00
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NO MATTER WHO YOUR DOCTOR IS
YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR PHARMACIST
JUST AS YOU CHOOSE YOUR DOCTOR
SAVE WITH SAFE . T
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1968 BUIC
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and doubt
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Gulf Static
Main.
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1961 BUIC
sedan with
ble power.
1964 Chryi
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Taylor Gul
6th and IL
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dan, one oi
Yard Faini
V-8 automat
Gulf Statioi
Main.

1964 FORE
sedan, V-8
Galaxie 500
power stee
lot Gulf St
and Main.
1965 FALC
6 cylinder 1
inc four c1(
chanical cc
Cain and '
Corner of
1961 BUIC
hardtop w•
main with
let pick-up
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er of Oth
1985 MUS1
transmc
753-2434.
REPOs.sF..c
Galaxie I
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COLOR PROCESSING
$19
20 EXPOSURE SLIDES
50' MOVIE

FILM
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35 MM SYSTEM
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Buy,S'elTfreattV If
Vlikookent Anti
nmoutit niE
AUTOS FOR SALE
1967 CHEVROLET Impala, 283
power glide, 2-door hardtop
One owner, Kentucky car.
0-3-P
Phone 7534353.
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, air-conditioned, AM-FM radio, low mileage, like new, $850.00. Call 4360-7-C
5331.
1968 BUICK LaSa.bre four door
sedan with power and factory
air. Vinyl roof. 1966 Buick Skylark, two door with factory air
and double power and console
in the floor. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
0-3-C
Main.
1965 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan. Local car, good mechanically. 1968 Pontiac Catalina
four door hardtop with factory
air and double power with black
vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
0-3-C
Main.

PON,
.00
OD
RU
T.
969

PON
00

ERNEST CLEVENGER
Birmingham, Alabama
at the

University Church of Christ
Murray, Ky.

October 3-5, 1969
— 7:00 P.M. —

NICE, CLEAN Mobile Home
10' x 48', carpeted, air-conditioned, electric heat. Ideal for
couple with child. $80 per month. 753-3856.
0-3-P

TWO TRAILERS One $45.00
per month, ane $55.00 per mortFOR RENT
REAL ESTATE POR SALM
th. Both with electric heat.
Phone 489-3623.
0-4-C
BY OWNER: New brick house; MODERN furnished apartment,
three bedrooms and study with one bedroom, one-half block HOUSE TRAILER, 12 ft wide,
kitchen and den combination, from campus. See at 1608 Col- nearly new, two bedroom. Also
two baths, central heat and air- lege Farm Road. Phone 753 two bedroom house. Phone 7530-2-P 8333 alter 5:00 p.
conditioning and built in Tap- 5553 OT 762-2757.
in.
ITC
pan appliances. Phone 753-4763. THREE-ROOM furnished
apart0-3-C
FEMALE HELP WANTED
ment adjoining campus. Immeor
children
diate
No
possession.
FOR SALE OR TRADE: ModAVON CALLING. Be among
em house and five acres, lo- pets. Couple preferred. For in- the first to sell our fabulous
cated on blacktop road. Phone formation call 753-3264. 0-2-C Christmas line—turn spare time
7531456 after 4:00 p. m. 0-3-P
TWO-BEDROOM mobile home. into money. Act now. Call or
write Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown,
20 ACRES of land located four Couple or boys. Apply in perAvon Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady
miles east of Almo Heights 'on only. See Brandon Dill at
Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064,
$200.00 per acre. Fain Bizzell, Dill Trailer Court after 4:00
phone
965-3363.
0-3-C
Murray
in.
Driveat
p.
Located
753
Route One, Dented-, phone
TEC
0-3-C in entrance.
4418.

NOTICE
TWO-BEDROOM, air conditioned trailer. Couples preferred SHIELA GARRISON and
DebLocated at Waldrops Trailer
bie Rarnell are now employed
0-2-P
Court Call 753-5953.
at Patty Ann's Salon, 500 MaTWO-BEDROOM furnished a- ple. They invite all their friends
partment. Zimmerman apart- to call on them. Telephone 7530-3-C
ments, South 16th Street. Phone 3191.
0-6-C
753-6609.
1966 CHEVROLET Impala two
WANTED TO BUY
LIGHTWEIGHT ARTIFICIAL ARM --A new type of artificial
12' x 60' ALL Electric mobile
door hardtop, automatic and
arm said to be the lightest ever developed is displayed in
WANTED:
144
Used
TV
bedrooms,
Three
antenna
home.
Starting September 5, 1969. 7th & Poplar Church of
power steering. 1967 Chrysler
New York by Dr. Dino Bousso of the Israel Institute
of
baths, concrete patio, water and rotor. Phone 753-1322 after
New Yorker four door hardtop
Technology
in Haifa, who developed the limb. The arm uses
Christ will be running a bus from the University to
furnished. On private lot. Phone 7:00 p. in.
0-2-C
with factory air and double
a compressed gas power system with electronic
753-2353 before 8:00 a. m. or
controls.
power with black vinyl roof.
WANTED: dog house for large
the church building. The bus will be at the Student
0-2-C
after
6:00
p.
in.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
ATTENTION HOME BUYERS:
dog. Call 436-5331.
0-7-C
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-3-C
Are you waiting for lower pric- 12' x 55' TRAILER. Between
Union Building at 8:50 a.m. and at the Winslow Cafeconhome?
buy
If
so
your
es to
Murrayand Hazel, furnished,
1967 CHRYSIRR 300 four door
teria at 8:55 a.m. You are invited to worship with
Rte. 1, Farmington; Miss Linda
sider the following: Wages are two bedrooms, carpeted living
hardtop with factory air and
going up, in some areas not far room Phone 492-8439 after 3:00
Finnell, 1008 Sharpe, Murray;
power. Gold with black vinyl
US.
from us carpenters have a con- p. in.
Master Phillip Dix, Rte. I, Almo;
0-2-P
roof. 1966 Chevy II station watract which calls for up to
Thomas Armstrong, Rte, 7, MurADULTS 97
gon. Automatic, power steer$8.00 per hour within the next EXTRA NICE private room with NURSERY 10
ray; Mrs. Audra Bell , Rte. 1,
ing and V-8 motor. Cain and
p. 3 years. Materials are contin- kitchen privileges for boys. SEPTEMBER 30, 1969
Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth Pelot,
SALE
Pf3R
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
uing to advance. Lots are ad- Phone 753-7381 days, 753-5108
502 College Crt., Murray; Baby
0-3-C
6th and Main.
0-3-C
vancing. Interest continues to after 5.00 p. m.
Girl Goddard, 205 Fairlane, MayADMISSIONS
NEW ROOF EASY—Apply Ify
go up. NOW may be the best
field; Baby Boy Park, Rte . 8,
1967 CAMERO 327 motor and 5:Las Fibrated Asphalt AlumiN. Jobe te tailS ea Litres
time you will ever have to FURNISHED one - bedroom
automatic condole in the floor. num. Let us show you how ease
Miss Mitzi McDougal, 903 Benton; Finis Collins, National
759
house-with
carport.
Phone
te be -11,eereela4iNT
Own -, the—irreiiii--Noin-F—skiniiii
Gold with black vinyl roof. to apply, how it stops leaks and
Mrs. Lillian
0-3-C Meadow Lane, Murray; Ralph Hotel, Murray;
much desire. Whether your 1859.
Free Estimates
1965 Olds 88 four door hardtop does the job for only 3 cents a
Ray, 1707 W. Olive, Murray; Page, 501 So. 9th St., Murray. By FREDERICK H. TREESH
are
large
dreams
or
small
we
COMPLETELY furnished home Everett Wheeler, Rte. 6, Morwith factory air, power steering square foot, Ask about the specUnited Press International •
have the place for you. •
on Kentucky Lake. Call 436- ray; Mrs. Janice Cathey, Rte.
and brakes. Cain and Taylor ial 20 gallon drum price. HughDISMISSALS
SUNSET
BLVD.,
ON
we
have
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and es Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
5679 from 9:00 a- al- till 12:002. Murray; Miss Amy Miller,
Research indicates some
a very nice 3-bedroom brick
Main.
0-3-C
Oet-3-C
Mrs. Marianna Stubblefield, & children may learn the ruwith walleo-wall carpet, airBaby Boy, Rte. 5, Murray; Mas- diments
of
reading
from
oonclitioning, electric heat, carAUCTION SALE
a. a. and
ter Brian Hopkins, Rte. I, Farm- watching television commer1961 BUICK Invicta four door
port. Posseesion with deed. Can
ington; Master David Webba Rte. cials, So we interrupt now to
sedan with factory air and dou- 1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' a 45',
be financed with no down pay5, Murray; Joe Pat Farley, Rte. bring you this special messnge
ble power. Locally owned car. located at University Heights
ment on VA Loon.
1964 Chrysler Newport four Trailer Court. Phone 753-82a1
4, Murray; Mrs. Myrtle Duncan, from the letter "W":
SERVICES OFFERED
4-BEDROOM brick on S. 13th
Oct.-4C
door sedan. Real good mechani- after 10:00 a. m.
Rte. 6, Murray; Cletous Young,
"Wanda waved her wand and
Street. This house has 2 baths,
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
cally. Locally owned. Cain and
Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs. Nancy Su( a washtub filled with warm
FURNITURE - GLASSWARE - ETC.
100 PER CENT Llewellin and General repair work and addi- large living room, carpet, airTaylor Gulf Station. Corner of
Blythe Street
Morton, 1000 Walnut, Murray; water."
conditioned, drapes, immediate
Paris. Tennessee
English, Johnny Crocket breed8th and Main
0-3-C ing, Setter puppies. Beautiful tions. Phone 753-3386.
Thomas Armstrong, Rte. 7, Murpossession.
To Settle the McNeil Estate
The above is a spot anneunceT
Oets10-C NEW 3-BEDROOM
ray; Mrs. Rebecca Wild, Rte, 1, ment and
Very Old and Large Collection - Clocks, Lamps,
brick in
is intended to
1966 PLYMOUTH four door se- healthy elitely bred. Whelped
Symsonia; Mrs. Ruby Lampkins, promote the recognition of the
Furniture.
Don't Miss This One!
dan, one owner, local car. 1966 May 23 and June 1. Papers to PROFESS/ONAL resident- Canterbury Estates Subdivision
513 So. 8th St., Murray; Mrs. letter "W." Accompanied by
Ford Fairlane station wagon, register. 306 South llth Street, 1.1 painting. Brush, roll, sPnly: Has beautiful entrance hall, exCOMMERCIAL BANK: ADMINISTRATOR
Nola Carr, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. animation of Wanda the Witch
V-8 automatic. Cain and Taylor Murray Ky., night phone 753- References. Free
estimates. tra large family room, wall-toEffie Beach, Rte. 1,
is-lcsey; and visual representations of a
Paris, Tennessee
0-2-P Phone 7534486.
Oct. 21-C wall carpet, central heat and
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and 3301.
air conditioning, range, dishLen Ross, 1023 Sharp!.,Mur- "W," the alliterative sentence
Col. Hulie V. Hastings, Auctioneer
Main.
0-3-C
WILL DO baby sitting in your washer, disposal, double carray; Mrs. Connie Hardin, 200 is
a
Phone 642-4543. Paris. Tennessee
humorous television
home. Full time. Contact 762- port, outside storage, lots of
1964 FORD Custom four door
No. 2nd St., Murray; C. E. Phi- teaching aid.
NICE COPPERSKIN sweet posedan, V-8 automatic. 1963 Ford tatoes. Please bring your con- 4475.
0-2-r closet space, 2 ceramic tile
llips (Expired), Box 81, Dexter;
Such commercial-like" spots
baths. Owner will trade for
Gelaxie 500, V-8 automatic with tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
Finis Collins(From Cony. Div.), are one of the ways "Sesame
CHAIN
SAW
WORK,
tree
serpower steering. Cain and Tay Mill. Phone 247-5283.
0-9-C vice and bush removal. Art Ad- cheaper house.
National Hotel, Murray; Mrs. Street", a children's television
POI SALE
LARGE 4-BEDROOM brick on
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 8th
Betty Washum From Cony,Div.) series, will attempt to demoni
ams,
phone
753-8572.
0-7-C
South 11th Street. This house
and Main.
0-3-C THE proven carpet cleaner Blue
Rte. 2, Farmington.
strate the potential of television
Lustre is easy on the budget. EMPLOYMENT WANTED: Cler- is close to shopping center
as a means of preparing
Rent
colors.
handy
for
forgotten
high school as well
ical, receptionist or cashier.
1965 FALCON two door sedan, Restores
preschool children for formal
6 cylinder automatic. 1962 Pont- electric shampooer 41. Big K. Three years college completed as grade. Has extra nice shady
education.
Frame-up
Costly
lot,
den,
0-4-C
large
family
room,
2
mePhone 753-9244.
iac four door sedan. Good
04-P
"Sesame Street" will premier
(UPI) —
YORK
NEW
baths,
dishwasher,
range,
dischanical condition. Sell cheap.
Nov.
10 on more than 160
ONE HD-7 Allis-Chalmers Doare
the
frames
sunglass
Jewelled
posal,
possession
with deed.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
ter. Garwood lift, full diesel
latest thing for the woman who educational television stations
EXTRA NICE 2-bedroom house
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-3-C
start. Call 753-8868 during day
on So. 6th Street. This is a
has everything else. Christian across the nation. It is a well.
1961 BUICK Skylark two door or 753-3470 at night. S-30-NC
large 2-bedroom house with .carDior does them in diamonds, researched series developed by
hardtop with power, V-8 autoport and outside storage. No
sapphires, amethysts and rubies children's television workshop,
PIE SAFE, dinette set, twin
matic with factory air. Chevrofor $22,000. The price includes operating with an $8 million
beds, living room suite, chest Opening in Murray down payment on VA loan.
let pick-up truck, $295.00. Cain
baby
tables,
buffets,
plain or prescription lenses. budget— the kind of bankrolling
of drawers,
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornnodels with fake jewels that makes classy prime time
Similar
things, hassinett, bed, bottles, for Assistant
Man- GOOD DUPLEX close to town,
er cd 6th and Main
0-3-C training chair, musical horses,
programming on the commer$250.
are
is completely separate in every
cial networks possible.
ager
of
retail
store.
antiand
piano,
TV,
portable
*
* *
1965 MUSTANG, 283 automatic
way. Has 2 bedrooms on one
Dr. Gerald S. Lesser, profesmiles
three
Dickerson's,
ques.
transmission. Extra clean. Call
side, 1 on other, both have
sor of education and developFun and Sun Sense
Excellent opportunity for
753-2,434.
0-2-C north of Murray on 641. 75.'baths with tub and shower, gas
0-2-C advancement
New York (UPI) — Know the mental psychology at Harvard
3218.
heat. This place can be bought
FLEPOS&FSSION.
1966
Ford
between fun glasses University and an adviser to
difference
Please apply in Person to
for less than a single 2-bedGalaxie two door hardtop ONE CASE 8 ft. grain drill with
and sunglasses, a safety official the producers, said "Sesame
room
house
in
like
condition.
Street" will try to expose
Good condition. Make bid. Car clover and grass seed attachcautions.
Owner will consider any reasbe seen at 204 South 4th Street ment. Price, $200.00. See Jim Sherwin Williams Co. onable bid.
Marjorie B. May of thc children to ideas and materials
Murray, Monday through Fri Stahler or Dan Shipley. 0-3-P
Greater New York Safety they will encounter when they
163 ACRE FARM near Dexter.
107 North Fifth
day.
0-2-C ADMIRAL Console
Council says the fun glasses enter school. But it also will be
This farm has over 100 acres
black and
Also need temporary help
usually are of window pane lively, colorful and entertaining
of crop land, good fences,
white TV. Good condition, for afternoons.
Grade C. milk barn, several
glass, oversized and tinted to to hold their attention. It is
speakers on both sides. Call
outbuildings and is priced at
match clothing. "They have no designed not to be "fiercely
C. R. Butterworth 435-4443.
$26,500.
rhyme
or reason except to educational," Lesser said,
0-3-P
HELP WANTED
For example, after Wanda
satisfy faddists' desire for
AKC REGISTERED miniature WANTED: Waitress, full time.
the Witch makes her pitch,
SERVICES OFFERED
gimmicks,"
says
Mrs.
May.
And
Dachshunds, six weeks old. Apply in person. Maple Leaf LARGE DUPLEX on extra large
the shape, she adds usually Kermit the Frog, a puppet, tells
lot. Has 3 bedrooms an each
Phone 753-6978.
0-3-C Reetaurant
0-3-C side,
interferes with peripheral vision. us more about the "W" while
carpet, electric heat, Mill
another puppet munches on the
SIAMESE KITTENS, cheap WANTED: Waitress at
Tom's ty and storage room, good well,
letter.
Phone 753-7664.
0-3-C Pi2111 Palace. Call or come by in sight of University, owner
In addition to animation and
1968, 12' x 60', 3-bedroom Tom's Pizza Palace after 12:00 wants to sell due to death in
puppets, the program has four
family.
If
you
noon.
are
interested
0-4-C
house trailer. Call 753-4491.
regular hosts, two black and
in nice home with good income
0-4-C WANTED 145 citizens in Almo you
two
white, Whose talk and
should take a look at this.
playacting both entertain and
WE HAVE many listings we
ROLL-AWAY BED complete district to join Almo PTA.
teach.
0-8C are unable to run in every ad.
with mattress. One owner. Good
"Sesame Street," with its •
If
condition.
you
Phone
do
753-7391.
not see what you want
ROACHES
LOST & POUND
brownstone, candy store and
in the above ad call Ray or
04-C
Carry Germs
building excavation
is the
LOST: Small black poodle. Loin Hoyt Roberts at
ROBERTS
SPIDERS
TIME TO BUY gentle horses on North 12th Street. Reward. REALTY,
for
backdrop
the
'
program;
505
Main,
Phone 753
Are Poison
and ponies for a low price. Call Please call 753-3558.
primarily
aimed
for city,
0-3-C 1651.
0-4-C
TERMITES
753-1348. Also Green broke fildwelling 3- to 5-year-olds.
Est Your Home
ly, good small quarter horse,
Letter and number recogni-•
HELP WANTED
seven month pony filly. Phone
tiers, relational words (up andLocally owned and operat- 753-1348.
0-4-C
down, first and last, before and.
ed tor 20 years. We can be
after), and classification of
reached 34 hours a day.
FLUFFY soft and bright are
separating the squares from the
carpets cleaned with Blue LusCall Today Per FREE
circles) are amorw the skills
tre. Rent electric shampooer $1.
lasisectlen
"Sesame Street" will try to get
YOU FOLK
NESSEE . . . It will pay you to
Western Auto Store. Home of
Pewee 753-31114
across.
"The Wishing Well".
04-C
check on-the p
of these tires!
Member Chamber of
for the
FEMALE POINTER bird dog
Commerce and Builders
and five puppies, 753-8875.
Amotiation. LCP-1911
0-4-C
Now you know
METAL DESK and chair with
CNICAGO (UPI) — There's..
MODERATE VICTORY Electrollers. Both foe $40.00. Phone
512 West Main Street
nothing new about supersize..
ed minority leader of -the
753-4516.
0-4-C
Weekly salary, profit sharing plan, hospitalization
bedding so popular today..
U.S. senate by a 24 to 19
and other fringe benefits.
FLUTE. Phone 753-2355
vote, Sen. Hugh, Scott of -- Historians say that the great
4:00 p. in.
"Bed of Ware", a product oi04-C
Pennsylvania,'a moderate, is
7S3 7114
APPLY IN PERSON AT THE STORE
15th century England, could •
embraced
by
his
wife
in
Corner of Sixth 8 Main
Phone 753-5862
FIREPLACE WOOD any lengsleep 24 people. Cleopatra
October 9 10 from 8:30 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
Washington. He defeated
Legated 100 S. 1216 Se.
th. Will deliver any amount
supposedly owned a room-sized;
Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of
o7c
Phone 753-2590 or 753-6998.
bed. So reports Spring Air
Tennessee.
the
backed by
0-4-C
Mattress Co.
conservative RepublICH n s.
Sunday Morning 10:10 a.m.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

BY OWNER. I have two excepthree-bedroom
tionally
nice
homes. Both located in City
School District. Both houses
have central air and heat, carpet, two baths, entry halls, dish
washer, garbage disposals, builtin appliances, double carport,
paved drive. One has nice fireplace. One is about one year
old and the other just finished.
Both houses have about 2000
feet of living space. Call 7530-4-C
3672 after five p. m.

Hospital Report

BLACK 11IP PAYING
CA. Z.-FARLEY
Phone 7534502
a•Hrosn Ike)

1

ANTIQUE

61
NEXT

1

TIC el

LE

'IME

THURSDAY — OCTOBER 2, 1969

noon or 436-2479 from 7:30
0-3-C
p. m. till 9:00 p. m.

ANT

- Hear -

106 N. 15th

MI ItRAY, KENTUCKY

AUCTION

Help Wanted

SAF-T-BILT

TIRES

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i,

•

LOCAL MANAGER NEEDED

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

DOLLAR GENERAL STORE

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

Commercials
Help Teach
Kids To Read -

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 2. 1969

& TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER

PAGE EIGHT

Apollo 12 Astronauts Expect
To Walk Half Mile From Ship

NEW DISCOUNT

91.0111.

Ant.emi

a hundred yards from their
landing ship Eagle. They also
conducted only one 21/.2 hours
moonwalk.
CAPE KENNEDY (1.1131)of two,
Canard, veteran
The Apollo 12 astronauts expect
to walk up to a half-mile from Gemini spaceftights, practiced
their spaceship on the moon if cutting parts of a full-sized
to Surveyor mockup during the
month
next
necessary
retrieve four parts of the moon walk rehearsal. He and
Surveyor 3 lunar robot that Bean used a pair of longhandled wire cutters.
landed there in 1967.
If the astronauts do return
Mission commander Charles
"Pete" Canard Jr, rehearsed pieces of Surveyor, it would
part of the excursion with Alan help scientists trying to deterL. Bean Tuesday and after- mine what long periods of
wards said the ch2oces were exposure does to machinery on
50-50 they would Lana within the moon.
walking distance of the Surveyor.
"We'll either land alongside
of it, or it's going to be so far
away it's not worth messing
with," Conard predicted.
Canard. Bean and Richard F..
Gordon, all Navy commanders;
are saheduled to begin the
nation's second moon landing
By United Press International
expedition with a blastoff on a
Just for the youngsters - new
a.m.
11:22
Saturn 5 rocket at
clock radios described as
EST Nov. 14.
"lively." The youth radios
Takes Major Step
Include one in blue polystyrene
its
and
moonship
Their
with a flower design on the radio
booster took a major step dial and clock face. Another is
toward that launch date Tues- clone in a black and white
passing a flight checkerboard pattern with
by
day
readiness test, last overall orange trim on the radio and
check of the space machine's clock.
flight systems.
(General Electric Co.),
Conard and Bean are sche* 5 *
duled to land on the moon's
relatively smooth Ocean of
Storms at 1:57 a.m. EST Nov.
New power scissors offer the
19 while Gordon orbits the safety and convenience of
moon. The two landing pilots battery-operated ones without
will spend almost a day and a using batteries, the manufacturer
half on the surface and stage says. This is accomplished by
two moon walks each lasting using a special plug which
31/2 hours.
convegis hot, high voltage AC
said, he expects house
Conard
current ton We,.cool, low
mission planners will perm DC power for continuous,
hitn and_Dean to venture one- sorrow:lice operation -61 -the
half mile from their lunar scissors. The scissors are stored
module to search for the in a large utility sewing tray with
explore the
and
surveyor
handy pin and needle cushion.
surface.
(Dynamic Instrument Corp.,
"That's sort of arrived at two
116 E. Bethpage Rd., Plainview,
ways," Conard said. "One, if
N.Y.)
we land farther than that from
the Surveyor, I'm not sure we
* 5 *
could find it."
Second Consideration
A new window shade
The second consideration was
laminating kit packages
the distance the astronauts
everything the do-it-herself
could walk using their 30home decorator needs to make
simoxygen
minute emergency
shades, All she needs to
custom
ply. Conard said he thought he
add is decorative fabric. The kit
and Bean would be able to
move east mewl/ to return to contains a roller, slat, shade Pup,
mounting brackets and screws,
the safety of the lunar module
and a little more than two yards
from 3,000 feet away.
of an opaque shade cloth that
Apollo 11's lunar pioneers,
will keep out sun or a
Edwin
and
Neil A. Armstrong
cloth that will let in
translucent
E. Aldrin, moved no more than
a controlled amount of light.
Both types of shade cloth have
an adhesive coating that is
activated by heat. The
homemaker selects a decorative
fabric and irons it on to make a
permanent bond between cloth
and fabric. The result is a
custom window shade that is
white on the outside and, on the
Inside, mixes or matches with
drapes, curtains, bedspreads.
tablecoths, or upholstery.
(Stauffer Chemical Co.. 299
Park Ave., New York, N.Y.).
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer

WHAM

NEW

GETS LIFE---Paul Robert Ferguson, 23. is under life sentence along with his brother
Thomas, 19, in the murder
of former screen star Ramon
Novarro. He could have gotten the gas chamber after
his trial in Los Angeles.

* 5*
Bike tires now come in
orange, yellow, green, red and
blue. Initially the tires are being
produced for 20-inch, high-rise
bicycles which represent 80 per
cent of bikes sold today, the
manufacturer says.
(Goodyear The & Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio.).
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OV

PHARMACY

•• •

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

gAPF
SCORE I
HAIR CREAM

Store

Excedrifi

Reg.
89c

HUNTING COAT

Coats
$848 & $1188

EXCEDRIN

560

fr.

Extra Heavy Army Duck

EXTRA-STRENGTH PAIN RELIEVER

PAIN TABLETS

Sizes: 36 to 46

Pants
$688 &848

Bottle Of 100960
Reg. $1.59

NEW
FROM

T,
BRECK

(Aferttlillit9.Writ

BRECIC

the new
KINDNESS*

Sixes: 30 to 40

Instant Hairsetter byClairol

MOM Arm

91krase*

9174;44

• Pants
• Coats
in Brown and Green

Reg. s2799

Sixes: 5, M, L, XL

eme

20 Heat-At.4*

t tett

.
1155,

e Rollers

ff
••••..

$

8-0z. Bottle
Reg.$1.09

—•

$1.88

Ladies Dresses
$488
1-16

HAIR SPRAY
Reg.98c

ANIMAL SHAPED
MULTIPLE

VITAMINS

EXTRA
VALUES

economy
recession
Sobering
many er
months,
serves.
however.
per Cell
probably
per cent
first half
zero," th.

Sizes: 28-42

New Fall

$
3
88

to $6"

The st
encouragh
g
under
business
according
Corp. Th
breakout
range of
Indicated,
portion of
bly
valt
stocks
over the
year."

Ladies Blouses

Bottle Of 60

$1.66
BIG

and

Mena

Pant Tops
$188 to $388

Sport Shirts
$2"to $348
Sizes: 5, M, L, XL

Sixes: 3240

"WOODSMAN" PAC

or

Extra Thick Foam Insulation
• FULL FLEECE LINING
• MOCASSIN VAMP
• BROWN UPPER, SOLE & HEEL
• ALL PUI&ER-STEEL SHANK
LUG SOLES
• CLEAT

All Brand Names in

$6"

All At

WHOLESALE PRICES

BRAKE
SHOES
27

RELL

Set For 1 Wheels

FOR ALL CARS

CHEST HIGH WADERS
CLEATED BOOT FOOT
HEAVY KHAKI RUBBER
UPPERS. LINED. CHEST HIGH
(NO SUSPENDERS)
SIZES: 7 TO 12

..„1111111

Recess:
Bril) the
Paine, \A
Curtis
recession
the lengt
'Reserve's
of econom
iickis. P.
predicts
will con
Arin after
pos •
stantial
r
-ome.

REG. $ 14.95.,

REG. 9.95

GUNS

- SHOT - POWDERS
PRIMERS - REMINGTON &
WINCHESTER WADS HORNANDY & SIERRA
BULLETS
All At Discount Prices

NEW Y I

Mens Slacks

stsrulant

•••

1116*.•••-,

set up in
Last
crowning
tants
ville Wo
City ,
Ming in
will be
•
time
Apple
in the ar
Johnso
A weeke
allow one
green h

Reserve

•

is the fast acting

'Teenage

W!

Come In and
drowse Around!

REG. $1.98

to P •
3-4 for
Last
seat •
year, charge
people
you
sayt C,
will car
limits.
Frith
and pr •
lot, and
Citizens
On
streets,
cider, p
The •
more
and 111• •
mule ,
bands tr
and la:.
Oleiica T
In the
Presi.
Winifred
growers
The
square
Area
and ar.
50,000 •
Offi
:as are *
stperso•-•

Sinter.

and

88
2
$

Fruit Flavored

• Winchester 'Remington
*Marlin 'Savage 'Stevens

Fabrics
Notions

48

40's
VIVARIN

of

Stripes - Solids - Prints - 11-18

sew
VIV RDA

PALS'

Complete Line

Flare Leg Slacks
to $488

Normal, Super Hold, Color
Treated, 13-0z. Can.

12-0z.
Bottle
1Reg. $2.98

vir_Wetiook in-

Ladies

SUAVE

Tonic

Vitarnin-iron

_chadrensi
Peanuts5weatshirts
sF8. & $197
Sizes 2 to 16

GRITOL LIQUID
%11.

Vests
$428 & $568

• Vests

lererze,_

SAYINGS

CABLE TO SPAIN The A T. & T. cable laying ship Long
Lines is shown at Providence. R I . before starting the job
of laying a cable froni the edge of the Continental Shelf 93
miles oft Rhode island to shelf off San Fernando. Spain

MENS HUNTING CLOTHES

Tube

cirge 3 Ox

9 a. m. - 9 p. m.
12:30 to 6:30 p. m.

Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

10"

W

owth

Spear.
traders to
frustration
agonizingly
process"
market s
averages
Time fav•
patience is
says.

FLEECE LINED PAC
Tan Embossed - Insulated
• Foam Insulation
• Steel Shank - Tt.n Rubber.
• Deep Cleated, Heavy
Cushion Soles
• Fleece Lined Hunt Boot

REG. 8.95
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WITH HELEN STACY
Apple Day Coming At Paintsville Oct. 3-4

ke

Mountain Parkway, US 460, US 23 and all sideroads will lead
to Paintsville - apple capital of Eastern Kentucky - Oct.
3-4 for the sixth annual Johnson County Apple Day Festival.
Last year an estimated 20,000 persons converged on the county
seat and enjoyed numerous activities on roped-off streets. This
year, says Apple Day Chairman Elmon Davis (who has been in
charge of arrangements for all six events) more than 30,000
people are expected.
"You won't be able to stir them with an apple butter paddle,"
sayt Chairman Davis who adds that special apple day buses
will carry into town free those persons who park outside the city
limits.
Friday events will include choosing an Apple Day baby, prince
and princess, kiddie rides for children in the city school parking
lot, and a teenage party and dance at night in the parking lot of
Citizens National Bank.
On Saturday, activities will begin early, with music in the
streets, and hometown folk making and selling apple butter,
cider, pies, hot fried apple pies, apple rolls and candied apples.
The clay's activities will include an antique car show with
more than 100 entries from various antique car enthusiasts
and members of the Ashland - Ironton Antique Car Club, and a
mule derby. Also, a three-mile long parade led by marching
bands from Ceredo-Kenova., Whitesburg, Feds Creek, Paintsville
and nearby counties, and Shriners from El Hasa in Ashland,
Oleika Temple in Lexington, Pikeville and Hazard.
In the parade will be local beauties and Miss Teenage America.
Presiding over parade festivities will be Herbert Harris on
Winifred who has already been chosen Apple Day King by apple
growers in Johnson County.
The two-day festival will be climaxed with an old-fashioned
'square dance on Main Street Saturday night.
Area merchants are giving away $1,000 worth of merchandise
and area apple growers will have on hand between 45,000 and
50,000 bushels of apple to sell.
, Officials from Frankfort and Washington are expected to attend
are county judges and mayors from surrounding areas. These
personalities, together with Miss Melissa (Missy) Babisti, Miss
;Teenage America, will be introduced to the crowd from a stage
/Mt up in front of the Johnson County courthouse.
Last year's Apple Day Queen, Miss Sharon Horn, will share
crowning honors with Miss Teenage America. All queen contestants wth be special guests at the Friday night party. The Paints'rifle Woman's Club is sponsoring the queen contest.
City and county officials and various organizations are cooperating in the apple festival, but one of the most colorful features
will be making apple butter in big black kettles stirred with old
time wooden paddles by members of the Paintsville Garden Club.
Apple butter and apple pies are as old as the first settlements
in the area.
Johnson County is rich in history and rich in hospitable citizenry.
A weekend spent in apple country taking in the apple festival will
allow one to store up enough of the autumn haze, brilliant foliage,
green hills, blue skies and warm friendship to last through the
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NEW YORK (UPI)- Federal
Mrs. Rebecca Wild, Rte. 1,
Reserve policy is knocking the
economy down into a mini- Symsonia, Mrs. Evy Goddard.,
recession that will have a 205 Fairlane, Mayfield; Kenneth
sobering effect on the profits of Keel, Rte. 1, Lynn Grove; George
many companies in coming Linnville, Rte. 1, Hardin; Miss
months, Walston & Co. ob- Carlene Lamb, Rte. 1, Farmserves. There is one cushion, ington; Mrs. Glenda Wilson, 1609
however. "The controversial 10 Belmont Dr Murray; Mrs.Sharper cent tax surcharge...is on Park, Rte. 8, Benton; Mrs,
probably slated to dip to five Brenda Jaco and Baby Boy, 213
per cent or even less in the E. 21st St., Murray; Mrs. Nancy
first half of 19'70, then fall to Morton, 1000 Walnut, Murray;
Mrs. Kathleen Ward and Baby
zero," the firm points out.
Boy, Rte. 2, Murray; Baby Boy
--The stock market shows an Weaver, Rte. 8, Benton; Hugh
encouraging ability to bear up Farley, 509 So. 4th St., Murray.
'under
gathering
signs the
DISMISSALS
'business boom is topping out,
according to Standard & Poor's
Mrs. Coma Bogard and Baby
Corp. The firm says no quick
'breakout from the trading Boy, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Toni
range of the past two months is Bohanan and Baby Boy, 1517 JoIndicated, but commitment of a hnson Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Marand Baby Girl,
portion of reserves in reasona- tha Wagoner
'bly
valued and
promising Almo; Ronald Shemwell,728 Vine
''Stocks "should be rewarding St., Murray; Mrs. Betty Hughes,
over the next six months to a 1651 Calloway, Murray; Cullen
.7 year."
Phillips, 503 So. 16th St., Murray; William Futrell, 503 Vine
--Recession and inflation will St., Murray; Audrey Reaves,Rte.
grip the economy in 1970, 1, Hazel; Mrs. Mary Phillips,
Paine, Webber, Jackson & 503 So. 15th Box 423, Murray;
Curtis says. The degree of Mrs. Mary Carr,(Expired). Rte.
recession will be determined by 2, Murray; Baby Girl WilSon,
the length of the Federal (Expired), 1609 Belmont Dr.,
'Reserve's "overstay" in terms Mnrrrav.
of economic restraint, the firm
;adds. Paine, Webber also
predicts the wage-price spiral EXCESSIVE WASTE
will continue its economic pull
after demand has subsidWASHINGTON (UPI)
posing the risk of a Robert H. Finch says Ameritantial
decline
in
the cans are throwing things away
rth rate of total dollar so fast they may eventually
ome.
have . to live in their own
--garbage piles. Finch, secretary
Spear and Staff Inc. advises of the Department of Health,
traders to "avoid feelings of Education and Welfare, told the
frustration, and despair over the Senate's air and water pollution
agonizingly long base-building subcommittee Tuesday Ameriprocess" going on in stock cans produced an average of 5.3
market since
the
popular pounds of garbage per person per
averages bottomed last July. day last year. But Finch said he
Time favors the bills, but opposed a Democratic bill to
patience is required, the firm grant federal funds to commusays.
nities to develop new systems
of waste disposal because "the
NIXON SIGNS BILL
financial burden. . . should fall
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Pres- primarily on those who produce
ident Nixon has signed a bill wastes," not the taxpayers at
authorizing him to award a large.
Congressional Space Medal of
Honor to astronauts for exceptional performance of duty. • Lumet for 'Nat Turner'
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) About one-third of all U.S. i.idisey Linnet will direct'"Nat
women of working age are doing Turifir." the controversial stOry
of slat ery and the black revolt of
just that — working.
1831.
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"COLOR-FAST"
COLOR PURIFIER
Counteracts troublesome magnetism
that causes color impurities Guards
against distortions caused by electrical appliances

KEYED AGC
Minimizes airplane flutter. Keeps picture contrast constant when channels
are changed or programs changed on
same channel.

*

LIFETIME
COPPER CIRCUIT
Precision etched and guaranteed free
of manufacturing defects for the life
of the receiver.

*

UP-FRONT CONTROLS
AND SPEAKER
UHF and VF controls are easy to see
and operate. Sound is properly
directed by speaker.

AVE ON CLOSE OUT
Model R902DW,0

Model M980DWD

FREE HOME
WEATHER STATION
WITH PURCHASE

Model M9071)M.

• SIMPLIFIED COLOR
TUNING
"METER GUIDE"TUNING
"COLOR-MINDER" Reference
Controls
• Automatic Fine Tuning
BUILT-1N BONUS FEATURE!
This set is equipped with a Coaxial
Antenna Terminal and Transtermer

Hospital Report

ADMISSIONS

41

GE makes the scene
clear and colorful with proven
reliability. Features like these give
you "at the movies" reception:

BIG
295 SQ. IN.
PICTURE

$429.95

BEST FOR LESS

(16 COLOR TV

BARGAIN!

THE BRYN MAWR

1(imberley
THE TARRYTOWN

• Big 23" diagonal picture,
295 square inch viewing
area
• Pre-set fine tuning, VHF
• Color-minder controls
• INSTA-COLOR

'Early American
Styling in
BIG SCREEN
COLOR TV

THE WEXFORD
Model M931EMP

WORLD SERIES SPECIAL
COLOR TV.•

• Weighs only 24 pounds
• 60 square inch picture

AT THE PRICE
YOU WAITED FOR!
• SIMPLIFIED COLOR TUNING
"METER GUIDE"Tuning
"COLOR-MINDER" Reference Controls
Automatic Fine Tuning
•."INSTA-,V,LEW"— Picture and Sound
are almali immediate
• BIG ... 18 inch Diagonal Picture Size

COLOR T.V. FOR THE
BEDROOM-PATIO-OFFICE

BUILT-IN BONUS FEATURE!

WITH FREE ROLL AROUND CART
EASY TERMS

Model
M24;71-)WP

This set is equipped with a
Coaxial Antenna Terminal
and Transformer

$329.95

BUY NOW & SAVE

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
30-DAY PACINFY RACK COLOR Tr LE VISION

GUARANTEE
Here's the Complete Offer:
Buy your General Electric Color TV from a par
ticipating dealer and give it normal care. If you
are not completely satisfied. bring your Guarantee Certificate to the dealer from whom you
purchased the set within thjrty days. He will
take back the set and refund your money
Ths• offer applles to purrhasys pr.or to JOII!JOI1, 1. 1970

BILSREYS
2101E. MAIN

PHONE 753-5617
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HAMBURG, Germany (UPI)
— "Don't try cheating the
computer," says the director of
a marriage agency using a
mechanical mind to make
matches. "If you do, the
1-• computer will have its revenge."
The Altmann Agency's
:*. computer suggested 248,286
partnerships during the first 12
a
months it was put.to work. Of
those, 2,188 couples have
married, 2,520 have become
engaged and 8,216 couples are
going steady.
Presumably, none of them
lied to the computer. But
Altrruirm's director tells the tale
of a boy who did fib to the
machine.
"An artisan answering the
question on education gave
himself a little scholastic
promotion," the director recalls.
"We suggested several girls, but
he complained that all of them
were so bright that he could not
keep up with their conversation.
"So we checked the
equipment, found it in order,
and then we talked to the young
man. He finally admitted that he
had been less than completely
honest in his replies."
Since then, the fellow is being
paired with girls he can talk to.
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KNOCKS ARMY NEWSPAPER
- -Col. James Campbell, chief
U.S. Army information officer in Vietnam, was relieved
of his post after he described
the Pacific edition of the military newspaper Stars and
Stripes Ss the "Hanoi Herald" and said battle reports
in it constituted "treason."
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Built-in Meal
Both fruit and vegetables ace
In this tangy club sandwich
fling. Core and slice 1 aL,pie.
x together 1 (8Y-a -ounce) can
utn3:: v4 cupdrai dof
.'
a cup
,chopof fmlaakyeodnnta
ped celery and 1 1/2 teaspoons of
lemon juice. Spread filling on
4 slices of bread. Cover with
apple slices and 4 more bread
slices. Spread top bread with
1 (7-ounce) can of whole cranrry sauce and top with lete leaves and 4 additional
ces of bread. Makes 4 sandwiches.

Don't cling to an
impossible marriage!
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I fight all the time. I
have begged him to see a marriage counselor with me, but
he refuses saying he doesn't need anybody to tell him how to
run his life. We have three kiddies or I would have left him
long ago.
I have spoken to my pastor, a marriage counselor, a
lawyer, my family doctor, and I even went to a psychiatrist,
thinking maybe it was MY fault. They all told me they
couldn't help me unless my husband came in And if he
refuses to come in, I should leave him.
I would like your opinion, and the opinion of some of your
readers who may have had the same experience. Is it better
to raise children in a home where there is no love, or in a
NEEDS TO KNOW
home where there is no father?
DEAR NEEDS: Some misguided wives who cling to an
Impossible marriage "for the sake of the children" should
leave for that reason. If you have really tried, and I believe
you have, I can't give you any better advice than the others.

DEAR JIMMY: I say keep looking. And don't stop until
you find a girl who will gladly go whitheellhou goest.

Fashion influences the hanging of pictures. As a general
rule, pictures are hung lower
today than in the past. Pictures
which are hung lower are more
easily viewed by people who
are seated in the room. Usually
pictures are hung so that there
is less space than the height
of the picture between the picture and the piece of furniture
over which it is hung.
Pictures need to be hung in
relation to something eLee, a
piece of furniture or a furniture grouping. It is best not to
hang pictures over taller pieces
of furniture. — Mrs. Mildred W.
Potts, La Center, Ky. 42058
Telephone: 885-5871.
•• •
CARPETING
SELECTING
FOR YOUR HOME — Texture
and pattern are important in
carpet selection. Paneled walls,
which produce much pattern as
well is darkness, will require a
lighter color and more restful
pattern in carpeting. A third
combination often seen is rougt
textured tweed or vinyl uphol
stered furniture and rough tex
ured draperies. You need some
smooth finishes. A good rule of
thumb for textures is: "something smooth and something
Light, something rough and
something bright." — Mrs. Juanita Amanett, Courthouse, Paducah, Ky. 42001 Telephone:
2718.
• • is
Plan your complete garment
including the notions before
Du purchase your pattern and
bric. Buy the lining, thread,

DEAR ABBY: Is it proper for a man to show off an
engagement ring to his Leanly, friends and co-workers before
presenting it to his fiancee? I thought an engagement ring
was a private, almost sacred gift to be placed on a girl's
finger before others viewed it.
My fiance lives about 100 miles from here and he's
coming in this week-end_ and bringing me the engagement
ring, but I have heard [from my girl friend who lives in his
town] that his whole fiamily and nearly half the town have
already seen it.
•
How should I handle this situation? Should I refuse the
ring?
I am 24. He is 30, which is old enough to know better,
wouldn't you say?
ANNOYED

zippers and notions when -Yoe
purchase the fabric. You get
the best match this way. Select
braids, trims and buttons with
discretion. Don't overdo. Han.
die contrasting touches careful.
ly. The correct selection and
use of findings are necessary
for a perfect sewing project. —
Mrs. Catherine C Thompson,
P. 0. Building, Hickman, Ky.
42050 Telephone: 238-2351.
•• *
Individuals who become overweight as children are apt to
be overweight adults and have
more difficulty losing fat and
maintaining the loss than those
who become overweight as a- Miss Patricia Everett,
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
Telephone: 527-6801.
• •
With school here, let us take
a look at a very simple thing
you can do to help your child
in school. Do you know that
dirt and dust on light bulbs,
diffusing bowls and lamp shades
can cut light output by 40 percent? All lighting equipment
should be cleaned at least four
to six times a year. — Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
Street, Murray. Ky. 42071 Telephone 753-1452.
•• •
CONSUMERS BEWARE —
There are many pills and de.
vices on the market making- all
kinds of claims. Many of these
claims are fakes and in some
cases the products are worthless, reports the National Better Business Bureau.
Being an informed
an save dollars,

biscui
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of do
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into g
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marasco, In Bloomfield, NJ., 9110% obvious pleasure after murder charges against their son,
Green Beret Capt. Robert F. Marasco, were dropped.

much worry and frustration. Griffin, Federal Building, ClinBeing an informed consumer ton, Kentucky 42031 Telephone:
means that the consumer in- 653-2231,
sists on labels, guarantees and
warranties, then reads and asks Another Tooth Aid
NEW YORK (UPI)—Phosquestions to understand their
full meaning Guarantees and phate may be the next chemiwarranties are not always too cal to enter the fight against
decay, reports "Schering
meaningful or binding. Remem- tooth
Bulletin."
ber: the guarantee is only as Science
The
report
is based on what
good as the company that gives
it. It is a mistake to rely on Dr. Samuel Dreizen of Housguarantees given in advertising ton, Tex., reported to the
with no consideration given to American Dental Association.
the company or person making The University of Texas physiand dental surgeon said
the guarantee. Maks sure your cian
results of studies using phosguarantee Is in writing. — Miss
phate as a nutritional additive
Irma
Hamilton, Courthouse, are currently "equivocal" but
Mayfield, Kentucky 42068 Tele- ffer future promise for an elphone: 247-2334.
ective anti-decay agent.
•••
When whole nut meats are
needed for baking, keep the
uncracked nuts in the freezer
for two days or more, than
crack them immediately. Nut
meats come out of their shells
in the largest pitares when
they're frozen. — Mrs. Maxine
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Shrimp will appear plumper
and more appetizing if shelled
and deveined while raw, and
then cooked 2 to 5 minutes in
enough boiling salted water to
cover. Flavor is improved
when sugar is added to the
cooking witer,,-In-Lthe game
proportion as salt.

The

done (14
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"That Have A Mark of Distinction"
— MEMBER OF F.T.D. —

hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call
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Linda Adams:
Phone 153-2378

W1J r
The Most
Famous Basket
in the World*

DEAR ANNOYED: Your childish reaction shows you to
be more hi need of "growing up" than your fiance. And if
you would even consider refusing the ring for this petty
reason, I wonder if YOU are old enough to be married.
CONFIDENTIAL TO LOUISE: Place a piece of raw
beefsteak over your eye, then place a three-inch strip of
• adhesive tape over your mouth.
7
Everybody has a problem. What's yourstil‘r a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 6,700, Los Angelee, Cal. ONO, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a transplanted Texan, having lived
most of my life in Colorado I like Texas, and wouldn't mind
spending the rest of my life here, but I work for a company
with offices spread all over the country and I have no
guarantee that I won't be transferred.
I met a very nice girl here and the subject of marriage
came up. She said she would marry me tomorrow IF [and
here is where the problem comes MI I promised her we
would never move out of TEXAS.
Abby, I told her I couldn't make her that kind of promise
-011 account of my job, and she said, yes. I could. I could
refuse to leave Texas, or take a job with another company if
— they tried to transfer me-------I've got a ke of seniority built up with this company, and
I sure wouldn't want to lose it, but I really do like this little
girl and don't know what to do. What do you say? JIMMY
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PARENTS AGAINST EXHUMATION—Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Kopechne. parents of Mary Jo, drowned while being driven
from a party by Sen. Edward Kennedy, attend hearing in
Luzerne County Common Pleas Court in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
in an effort to thwet an autopsy on their daughter.

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send ti to Abby, Box &Mk 14eptageles, Cal. WON.
Sesame-flavored taters ///.
Sesame butter makes an
unusual topping fear canned
yams. Melt /
4 cup of butter or
3
margarine in saucepan over low
heat, add /
4 cep of sesame seeds
3
and stir until lightly browned.
Remove from heat and stir in /
4
3
teaspoon of seasoned salt and a
dash of white pepper. Heat 2
(16-ounce) cans of yams; drain

raisi
boa

and place in serving dish. Pour
sesame butter over yams. Makes
4 to 6 servings.
.1,
,
.11R,011 NE1.1.1111A
PltlIDI 4111,

If You have an old favorite
recipe calling for sour milk,
substitute the same amount of
buttermilk and you will find it
works equally well

DUSTIN
IHN3FFMAN
JON
\MIGHT
"MIDNIGHT

WIN A TROPHY AND
COMPETE AT NFL GAMES
Yes, the best things in life are
free! Just bring your mom.dad or
legal guardian with you to our
dealership and sign up for Punt,
Pass & Kick. There's nothing to
buy and you may end up a trophy
winner.
We are awarding a 1st, 2nd and
3rd place trophy for each age
group, 18 local trophies in all. You
compete only against boys your
own age. And, if you're lucky, you
can go on to more advanced
competitions. Imagine your parents watching you compete at
NFL games. You may even become a National Finalist and go
to the NFL Play-Off game in
Miami, Florida. and tour Cape
Kennedy and the Air Space
Museum.
When you register you also get
a free Tips Book which is loaded
with stories and tips on punting,
passing and kicking-by top NFL
stars.

Features at:
1:30, 3:30, 7:30 & 9:30
Reserved Performance Tickets Available for 7:30 Show

WHEN YOU'RE
NUMBER ONE
EVERYONE WANTS
14 PIECE OF
THE ACTION...

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
REGISTRATION ENDS OCT. 10

."
4
,,; 11144
BLEAK AND DESOLATE American tanks snake through desolate countryi•ide during a combat sweep in the A Shau
Valley mouth of.,the Demilitarized Zone
South Vietnam.
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Meal
'rult and vegetables are
tangy club sandwich
;ore and slice 1 apple‘
!ther 1(6%-ounce) can
I tuna, driticled, 1/2 cup
analse, '4 cup of chop.
and 1 .1 /2 teaspoons of
uice. Spread filling on
of bread. Cover with
ces and 4 more bread
pread top bread with
cei can of whole cranuce and top with let.
yes and 4 additional
bread. Makes 4 sand-
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Diving Champ
talks on fitness

Iler Future Is in Your Hands

THURSDAY — OCTOBER 2. 1969
all my life, but in the meantime,
"Every girl wants to get I'm making the most of it. I love
someday
I
want
to
married and
the Air Force and wouldn't be
have a family. I won't be a diver happy doing anything else."

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
7 Is mistaken
8 Dance step
.1 Flexible
9 Hypothetical
force
6.Railroad
10-Seesaw
station
11 Couples
11.Punctuation
Tar*
13 Heavenly bodes
12.Turkish decrees 16 European
14-Conjunction
beetle
15-Climbing
19-More affected
devices
by fits of
17.Latin
depression
conjunction
21 Takes
18-Doctrine
vengeance
20-Crowd disorders
23 Journeys
21-Indasesian
tribesman
25 Aflame
22•Undorgroun4
27-American
part of plant
essayist
24-Before
29-Greek letter
25-Declare
32-Pacific
26-Looks pryingly
island
28-Puts off
33 March
30-Pair
pompously
31-Metal
34-More vapid
32-Steeples
35-Rinse the throat
38-War god
39-Sailor (colloq.)
41-Lampreys
42-Delace
43-Stone cut in
relief
45-Posed for
portrait
46-Preposition
47.Falls short
49-Pronoun
50-Lively
52-Intractable
person
54-Ardent
55-Untidy.
persons
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

FAHI RD OVUM
510914r3f-i
MO WHBOM WIN
RCM VOMM um

approach is negative, in the sense
By Phyllis Bernstein
By JEANNE LESEM
of 'you will have gym class' —
rinumann onn
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
—
The
UPI Food Editor
instead of making a child want
MR100
MUM
discipline of physical fitness
NEW YORK (UPI) — Homemade mbc for quick breads, corn
EIM NISH NW PO
to do gymnastics."
childhood
in
should
early
begin
bread and puddings save both money Rd time for households on a
ON UMW
URDU
and continue through life, says
To maintain her ideal
mria unmouoi
tight budget.
Micki King.
130-pound weight for her five
DU MUM NUO
All but one of the following recipes were prepared originally by
OWUM =000 am
For the tall, blue-eyed blonde, foot seven inch frame, the
the New York State Department of Social Welfare and released by
nuusum EMON130
Vie discipline has paid off — champion watches what she eats.
the New York City Department of Social Services. Most of the
ODOM DB ONO
beautifully. The small town girl "I'm conscious of my shape,"
ingredients are surplu4-commodities. The recipes were created for
2
now
is
who
from
Mich.,
you
Pontiac,
swimming
she
said.
"In
families using U.S. Department of Agriculture donated foods.
44- Spoken
35-Welcomes
also
a
an
lieutenant',
is
Air
Force
have
a
regular
can't be a blimp. I
The quick bread mix can be used for muffins, pancakes and drop
36.South American 47 Tropical fruit
champion diver with a total of meal at night, but for breakfast
animals
48-Standing room
biscuits. To make about 8 cups of mix, sift together three times 6
37 Chemical
only (abbr)
six National AAU diving titles to it's instant drink and for lunch —
cups of sifted flour, a cup of dry milk, '2 cup of sugar, 2 tablespoon:
compound
51 Symbol for
her credit.
cottage cheese."
tantalum
40 Danish land
of double acting baking powder and 2 teaspoons of salt.
d iv ision
In the 1969 summer AAU
Her advice to American
53 Tuberculosis
Cut or rub in 3,4 cup of lard until thoroughly mixed. Spoon lightly
43 Cavern
(abbr.)
championship, she came in with women, "Eat less and exercise
into glass jars or cans. Do not pack down Keep tightly closed in cool
two firsts in the three-meter more. I believe that it has to
4 44:/ ir um
place. Use within one month.
10
'
:
springboard and in the 10-meter hurt a little bit. To gain
For muffins, stir 1 cup of quick bread mix with 1/3 cup of water
plattoiin event.
something — a loss of weight —
and 1 beaten egg just until blended; batter will be slightly lumpy.
It is a source of pride to her you have to give up something."
Grease 6 medium muffin tins and fill each 2/3 full. Bake about 20
that she is the first and only
The distinctly feminine
minutes in preheated 425 degree oven. The same amount of batter
woman in the world to do a lieutenant entered the service in
can be baked about 30 minutes in an 8-by-8-inch loaf pan in a
reverse one-and-a-half somersault 1966 after graduation from the
preheated 400-degree oven, to make 6 squares of bread.
with two-and-a-half twists off University of Michigan. She
For pancakes, stir 1 cup of quick bread mix with 1 cup of water
the three-meter springboard.
admits that patriotism is a corny
and 1 beaten egg in a bowl just until batter is blended. Drop by
athletics," Miss King said, word these days but says, "I like
"In
spoonfuls onto a hot greased griddle. Cook slowly until surface is
"it is mandatory to have the idea of wearing colors every
covered with bubbles. Turn and brown other side. Makes 6 pancakes.
discipline. Considering that I hit day of the week. Also I feel that
Drop biscuits are the easiest of all. Stir 1/3 cup of water into 1
e man
(Photo y
the water at 35 miles an hour, my career is not run-of-the-mill.
Make
sure
it's
a
bright
future,
not
only
for
this
little
girl
but
for
cup of quick bread mix. Drop by tablespoonfuls on greased baking
DOWN
in- diving in 16 feet of water, I must I put in a full day's work and
all
fight
any
children.
Action-oriented
the
nation
PTA's
across
sheet. Bake about 15 minutes in preheated 450-degree oven. Makes adequacy, inequity, or failure of jpociety which limits the opporbe in top condition."
1 -Instruction
manage to get in my diving
12 to 15 biscuits.
tunities of children. Turn your concern for children into posithe
2.Connunction
In an interview during a visit practice."
For corn break mix, sift together three times 3 cups of corn meal, action and join 'our local PTA todih.
3-Lubricate
to New York, the comely
Micki's career touched the 4-Float
in air
5 cups of sifted flour, 1 cup each of sugar and dry milk, 21
/
2
so
25-year-old spoke of her own heights in 1968, with a place on 5-Swirling parts
tablespoons of double acting baking powder, and 4 teaspoons of salt.
streams
fitness
of
how
and
routine
training
the United States Olympic
of the special services division of
Cut or rub in PA cups of lard until thoroughly mixed. Spoon lightly
should be instilled in others.
three-meter diving team. An 6-Followed
to
the agency here.
food
into gime jars or cans. Do not pack down. Keep tightly closed in cool
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
program
guards,
all
feminine
The
Her daily work routine is a unfortunate accident — on her
place. Use within a month.
married, are on hand for all nine to five office day, followed ninth dive, she broke a bone on
To make corn bread, stir 1 cup of water and 1 lightly beaten egg
home games of the Chicago by diving practice every night her left arm — left her with a
into 2 cups of the mix. Pour into an 8-by-8-inch greased baking pan
CHICAGO (UPI) — Watch it! White Sox and are called from 7:15 to 9 p.m. At some cast instead of a gold medal, but
and bake 25 to 30 minutes in preheated 425-degree oven. Makes 6
That
girl who's an eyeful may be "Sox-ettes." One of the guard time during the day she gets in she managed to finish in fourth
servings.
supervisers, Mrs. Rose Simons, jogging and special diving place.
Chocolate and butterscotch pudding mixes take only minutes to a private eye.
Now statici.ed at the Los
One detective agency is hiring quotes White Sox owner Arthtu exercises.
make. For the chocolate, sift together three times 1'2 cups of cocoa,
PLANT NOW FOR BLOOMS ALL WINTER
Sox-ettes
are
Angeles
Air Force station,
Allyn
as
saying
the
an
elite
corps
of
women
selected
2'12 cup:of flour,.3 sups of sugar, 5 cups of dry. milk and V: teaspoon
At Army ',headqu_a_rters in
in
headquarters
for
SAMSO,
Space
the
best
ideas
yet
from
"one
of
-,
-t
he
housewife-mother
of salt. Spoon lightly into glass jars or cans;do not pack down. Keep
New York, Miss King confessed,
— NICE PLANTS —
and
Missile Systems
category tcrhelp keep crowds in promoting fans' goodwill.
tightly closed in cool place.
"Sitting around like this, I feel
Not all assignmenta- MI in life I'm getting wide. I am such Organization, Lieutenant King's
For the butterscotch mhi, omft-lhe cocoa and.substitute 3 cu Order at- conventions, trade
•
2 for 25*
shows, fairs, baseball games, golf dealing with crowds: The women a disciple of fitness. I learned it job is chief of education services.
of brown sugar, packed, for the granulated white sugar. 0
Asked
about
the
men
in
her
receptionists,
hostesses,
act
as
tournaments and comparable
ingredients and method are the same.
from my family and that's where
baby sitters of wealthy families I think it should start for a child. life, she said, "Social life is
To make 4 servings of either pudding mix, stir 2 cups of water events.
fantastic for a woman in the Air 1
So far, some 40 assorted concerned about child
SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER
into 2/3 cup of mix in a saucepan. Cook over low heat, stirring, until
"The schools are doing what Force. After all she's in a man's
security
mixture comes to boil and thickens. Remove from heat, stir in 2 blondes, brunettes and redheads, protection, and as retail
N. 4th Stre50
crowd-stoppers
- _ they can, but I think that their world.
as
well as personnel.
tablespoons of butter and /
1
2teaspoon of vanilla. Cool before serving.
starters, have been recruited into
Peanut butter quick bread isn't made from a mix, but it's easy,
the uniformed guard division of
recipe
children.
The
and
makes
a
hit
with
some
surplus
foods
uses
the Burns Detective Agency.
from the New York City Health Department's Bureau of Nutrition.
"The girls set an example and
Sift together 2 cups of sifted flour, 1/3 cup each of nonfat dry the men
seem better behaved,"
of
baking
2
teaspoons
of
salt
and
sugar,
1
teaspoon
milk and
said Donald J. Subleski. director PEANUTS
I'M ThtE ONLY
PRINCIPAL'S
I CANT DRAW A FARM.. J IVE
powder. Blend in 3/4 cup of peanut butter with a fork. Stir in 1 cup
CAM.' A FARM?
PERSON I KNOW
NEVER
EVEN
SEEN
A
FARM
!
of water. Spoon into greased loaf pan. Bake 45 to 50 minutes in
CfFICE
La WANT Us TC
FAILING
WHO'S
preheated 350-degree oven.
f3E50E5, Co415" LEGS ARE
DRAW A FARM:.
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Girls turn
detective

PANSIES

HOME
NEET HOME
,AGAIN
The
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;s can help you
;he anxiety of gettcquainted in new
indings and make
feel at "Home
Home," again.
ilJ bring gifts and
information from

Phone 753-2378
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College costs'
continue spiral

Linda Adams

eal,

FIR5T-GRAPE ART..

wee

Leigh borhood busi-

ful

(

I DER ANYONE IN
TI415 CLASS TO DRAW
A GOOD COW LEG!

IMP055IBLE To DRAW...

ind civic leaders.

Basket
Vorld*

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

NEW YORK (UPI) — The
inflation spiral continues to
plague college-bound youngsters.
Tuition, room and board bills
for 1969-70 all are up seven to
eight per cent from last year.
The estimate is made from a
survey of 1,198 colleges and
universities.
The survey, by the Life
Insurance Agency Management
Association, revealed that three
out of four schools are
Increasing tuition for the new
school year.
One out of two schools is
raising charges for .room and
board.
For instance, a student may
get by for under $1,000 a year
for tuition, food and shelter by
attending a public university in
his home state. But a student
attending a large, private college
in the Northeast will be spending
in the neighborhood of $3,000
for these items.
Usually, the higher the
school's tuition, the higher the
upkeep costs.
Room and board expenses
tend to be highest at colleges in
large cities and at men's private
schools. Small colleges in the
South usually cost the least.
Still, despite the rising costs,
more and more youngsters are
heading for the halls of ivy. It's
expected that 7.2 million
students are enrolling this fall.
Each year, since 1951 there
has been a rise in the college
population. In 1951, there were
24 college students for each 100
persons in the 18-21 year age
bracket; by _1967, there were

•

nearly 47 students per 100
persons in the same age bracket.
At least $12 billion is spent
each year for undergraduate
expenses, reports the Institute of
Life Insurance. Sixty per cent of
the total comes from the family
budget.
Life insurance often plays a
part in the cost — a protection
for education in case of death of
a parent and also a source of
cash when it comes time to send
the children off to college or
university.

Vitamin chill
Steam irons should be stored
in an upright position on the
heel rest. Keeping the iron
upright' /will prevent chemical
pitting or marring of the
soleplate from moisture
remaining in the iron. This
should be the practice even if
water is removed from the iron
before storing.
* * *

Two or more servings of
protein foods are needed every
day to maintain an adequate
diet.

Applying makeup with
brushes dates to the ancient
Grecians. The primitive verson
used 2,500 years ago actually
was a hare's foot set in wood.

What's New
By United Press International
The newest in sunglasses do
more than dim the bright lights.
They can double as magnifying
glass or as telescopic lens to
bring distant objects into closer
view. The secret is in the two
special lenses built into the
temple pieces of otherwise
conventional glasses. Of course
you DO have to take off the
glass to peer through the sides!
(Christian Dio Eyewear, Inc.,
1 Bayview Ave., Great Neck,
N.Y.).
* * *

Snarling and tangling of
household wire are eliminated
with new packaging from one
company. The wire, either
galvanized or nylon coated,
comes in three gauges and is
wound on a steel frame so that
the consumer can cut off just
the amount needed. The reel
holds the rest neat and
tangle-free.
(Fteel-O-Wire, USM Corp.,
221 Oley St., Reading, Pa.).
* *

For-purists, a water purifier
now can be mounted wherever
space is available, takes up little
area, and requires no electrical
connection. It processes three to
six gallons per day, using a
"space age membrane
technique" to remove
cloudiness, sediment, bad tastes
and odors, etc. It is for sale or
rent.
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by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats
WHAT DID YOUR DAD MEAN
WHEN HE SAID WE COULD TAKE
AN ALL-EXPENSES -PAID
TOUR IN MY NEW CAR'?

WHERE? WHEN YER'VE SPENT THE
HOW ?
BEST YEARS 0' YER LIFE
SWINDLINI., THE ANSWERS
IS EASY. YOU TWO KIDS
PACK YER TRAvELIN' KITS
AN I'LL EXPLAIN ON
THE WAY!!

NOTHING SENSIBLE ,i'M SURE.CHAUFFERM/',
SUE, HONEY.'
SUPPOSED TO BE DRESSED
UP FOR??

POP!!WHAT 6,45Pi ARE YO(/

/0- L.
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BUENOS AIRES to

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner
ATLANTIC OCEAN

ARGENTINA

HATAN
I RON IC
(JOKE!!

WH I LE YOU WERE
CONNIVING AND
CONSPI RI NG TO
BECOME THE

PORK AND
eolIAMS

-PORK AND
!MANS WAS
RILPLACIED
AS OUR
NATIONAL
DISH —B`i

ATRuEKipi0 DOESN'T NI I WILL RILSTORE PORK
ABDICATE TO P12.ZAAND ',SANS TO ITS
CRAZED PILASANTS!!
RIGHTFUL TMRONK
ON na.AMILRICAN
DINHILR TADLIL

PIZZA!!Ii

,At4
BOLIVIA SEIZURE-

DISPUTED ISLANGs

Here are the Falkland Islands, which

Argentina claims and which Britain controls. Argentina
4odging a claim to them through the United Nations.

is

Gen.

Al-

fredo Ovando (above, is the
new president of Bolivia as
head of the armed forces
junta
Adolfo

which
Sties

Luis
ousted
following

bloodless coup.
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BEACON HILL IRONSTONE WARE From Staffordshire, England comes our beautiful pattern of BEACON
HILL Ironstone dinnerware, made by one of England's oldest potteries.
This lovely floral pattern, done in Meissen blue, on a bone white body, is extremely durable. The body
is flint hard and chip and break resistant.
The lovely floral decor on this brilliant, sparkling bone white body is dishwasher proof and resistant
to general wear as the decoration is under the glaze.

REGENCY CHINA: Edged in a delicate, gold band. Fine, white, translucent china. The quiet dignity will
enhance any table. 4-piece setting consists of dinner plate, bread and butter plate, cup and saucer.

Bank of Murray makes it happen!
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Just deposit $25.00 or. more
Take your choice of patterns. Be the proud possessor of a beautifully distinctive dinnerware set.
And Bank of_Murray makes it happen. With your
first $25 deposit, Bank of Murray starts your set
with a Free 4-piece place setting. With each addi-

tional $25 deposit, you can add a setting for just
$3.50. So come on in and start your dinnerware set
now. It's the rewarding way to build a savings account and a beautiful dinnerware set, too.

MEMBER F.D.I.C.
(One China Program Per Immediate
Family)
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